“72 HOURS” Feature Film

TORIC FILMS / BEACON MEDIA

STATUS: November 2022  LOCATION: South Georgia
PRODUCER: Ojan Missaghi - David Wachs  WRITER: Christian Sesma - Sean Crayne
DIRECTOR: Christian Sesma
CAST: Cam Gigandet - Sam Trammell - Pierson Fode - Nicky Whelan - Jessica Serfaty - Max Amini
CD: Justin Nesbitt

72 Hours follows two brothers, one an international money laundering criminal and the other an FBI agent, who give up their differences and unite to rescue their family by pursuing a risky extraction deep in kingpin territory.

“715!” Feature Film

MANDALAY SPORTS MEDIA
3702 Eureka Drive, Studio City, CA 91604

STATUS: Active Development
PRODUCER: Mike Tollin - Richard Saperstein  WRITER: Geoffrey Fletcher
DIRECTOR: Christian Sesma
CAST: Cam Gigandet - Stephen Cooney

Discovered after a short stint in the Negro Leagues, Henry Aaron signed with the Braves over the Giants, and later said the only thing keeping him from being a teammate of Willie Mays was the $50 a month more that the Braves offered. He was one of the most consistent and durable players, and by 1973, was poised to surpass Ruth's career homer record. What should have been a joyful capper to a great career was instead turned into an opportunity to shine during duress as a reluctant hero. The humble Aaron was subjected to an onslaught of racist hate mail and enough death threats. While Aaron at the time bore the abuse quietly, many of the threats were credible enough to warrant the bodyguard. The film will focus on these two Black men confronting the depths of bigotry in the Deep South, as Aaron tried to maintain his focus to break baseball's most hallowed record. Even as Aaron rounded the bases triumphantly after hitting 715, two white fans who mobbed him on the base paths to Aaron’s mind could have been there to harm him.

“THE ACTOR” Feature Film

PROTON CINEMA
Pozsonyi Ut 14., Budapest 1137 Hungary

STATUS: Q4 2022  LOCATION: Budapest
PRODUCER: Ken Kao - Abigail Spencer - Paul Young - Charlie Kaufman - Ryan Gosling - Josh Rosenbaum - Devon Young
DIRECTOR: Duke Johnson - Stephen Cooney
CAST: Andrzé “Ré” Holland - Paul Young - Devynannotations.com

Edward Hogg
CAST: And
DIRECTOR: Duke Johnson

“The Actor” follows a journey relatable to many: to find home, to find love, and ultimately to find ourselves. (aka “MEMORY”)
OAKHAVEN PRODUCTIONS LLC / OAKHAVEN PRODUCTIONS CANADA INC.
Trilith Studios, 461 Sandy Creek Road. Fayetteville, GA 30213

STATUS: December 2022 LOCATION: Atlanta
PRODUCER: Kevin Feige - Louis D’Esposito WRITER/PRODUCER: Jac Schaeffer PC: Rudy Coblenz Jr. - Joe Colavincenzo
CAST: Kathryn Hahn - Emma Caulfield Ford - Joe Locke - Aubrey Plaza - Ali Ahn - Maria Dizzia CD: Sarah Finn
MARVEL STUDIOS 500 South Buena Vista Street, MC 3301, Burbank, CA 91521 818-560-9100 - 212-576-4000
20TH TELEVISION 10201 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90035 310-369-1000

Agatha Harkness is one of Earth’s most powerful witches, and lives for centuries, her aging slowed thanks to magical means. She becomes the governess to the First Family’s son Franklin Richards and tutor to Wanda Maximoff, AKA Scarlet Witch. (December 2022 - May 2023)

“AMADEUS” Series / Sky Max

TWO CITIES TELEVISION
9 Savoy Street, London, WC2E 7AE.

STATUS: Development
PRODUCER: Michael Jackson - Stephen Wright WRITER/PRODUCER: Joe Barton

The drama is set in the late 1700s and follows Mozart’s time composing in Vienna.

“AMERICAN PRIMEVAL” Limited Series / Netflix

FILM 44
2040 Stoner Ave., Ste A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

STATUS: February 2023 LOCATION: New Mexico
PRODUCER: Eric Newman DIRECTOR: Peter Berg LP: Erik Holmberg DP: Armando Salas CD: Rachel Tenner
GRAND ELECTRIC 1800 Stanford Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-421-1422
NETFLIX PRODUCTIONS, LLC 5808 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028 310-734-2900 lahiring@netflix.com
Traveling West with her son, Sara joins a Mormon caravan headed in the same direction but bloody conflict erupts between the Native Americans and those claiming the land for themselves.

“The Amityville Curse” SVOD Feature / Tubi

PRODUCTION OFFICE
200-4020 St-ambroise, Montreal, QC H4C 2C7

STATUS: October 31 LOCATION: Montreal
PRODUCER: Jean Bureau - Graham Ludlow - Kaleigh Kavanagh - Brook Peters - Shari Segal - Alexandra Holzer
WRITER: Dennis Heaton DIRECTOR: Eric Tessier 1AD: Bruno Goulard CD: Jenny Lewis - Sara Kay
INCENDIO MEDIA 1 Westmount Square, Ste. 850, Westmount, QC H3Z 2P9 514-937-3333 jbureau@incendo.ca

A modern take on the popular horror franchise. On a cold wet night in November 1974, twenty-two-year old Ronald DeFeo woke from a disturbed sleep, got out of bed zombie-like, and took down his .35 caliber rifle. He then went from room to room in his suburban home and methodically killed his entire family. Within minutes, his father, mother, eleven-and nine-year-old brothers, and thirteen- and eighteen-year-old sisters lay dead in their own blood. DeFeo telephoned the police, and calmly reported finding his family murdered upon returning home from work. Forty hours later, DeFeo confessed to the killings. He was convinced of second-degree murder and sentenced to six consecutive terms of twenty-five years each--a total of 150 years in prison. Though he knows he did the shooting, he still does not know why. (October 31 - November 25)

“AMY AND ANGEL” Feature Film

ROUGH DIAMOND PRODUCTIONS
1424 N Kings Rd., Los Angeles, CA 90069

STATUS: Q1 2023
PRODUCER: Robert Craig - Angela Lujan - Johnny Lujan - Laura Nickowitz - Nikki Vogt DIRECTOR: Julia Verdin
ROBERT CRAIG FILMS 916-532-0094 hello@robertcraig.com

The story of a shy, deaf teenager who is bullied out of dance class only to find an unexpected dog as her new dance partner. Together they compete against the same crew on a national TV talent show.
“ANIMAL CONTROL” Series / FOX

ANIMAL CONTROL TV CANADA INC.
Manitoba Street Studios, 8275 Manitoba Street, Vancouver, BC V5X 4L8
acprodoffice@gmail.com
PHONE: 604-566-1442

STATUS: October 31 LOCATION: Vancouver
PRODUCER: Tad Quill WRITER/PRODUCER: Dan Sterling WRITER/DIRECTOR: Rob Greenberg - Bob Fisher
LP: Matthew Chipera PM: Jerry Pender PC: Almaz Tadege - Nathan Tichenor 1AD: Ryan Kosmyinka - Caroline Battista
CAST: Joel McHale - Vella Lovell - Ravi Patel - Michael Rowland - Grace Palmer - Kerry Dee - Kelli Ogumondson - Alvina August
CD: Anya Colloff - Michael Nicolo - Clint Alexander - Kris Woznesensky - Kara Eide
JAX MEDIA 495 Broadway 4th Floor, New York, NY 10012 212-445-5290 - 323-676-1920 info@jaxmedia.com
FOX ENTERTAINMENT STUDIOS 10201 W. Pico Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90035 310-369-1000

“APPLES NEVER FALL” Limited Series / Peacock

HEYDAY TELEVISION
45 Eagle Street, London WC1R 4FS United Kingdom
office@heydayfilms.com

STATUS: Q1 2023 LOCATION: Australia - Florida
PRODUCER: David Heyman - Liane Moriarty - Albert Page - Jillian Share WRITER/PRODUCER: Melanie Marnich
CD: Matt Lander - David Rubin

UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL STUDIOS 10 Universal City Plaza 18th Floor, Universal City CA 91608 818-866-1439

The Delaneys are fixtures in their community. The parents, Stan and Joy, are the envy of all of their friends. They’re killers on the tennis court, and off it their chemistry is palpable. But after fifty years of marriage, they’ve finally sold their famed tennis academy and are ready to start what should be the golden years of their lives. So why are Stan and Joy so miserable? The four Delaney children—Amy, Logan, Troy, and Brooke—are tennis stars in their own right, yet as their father will tell you, none of them had what it took to go all the way. But that’s okay, now that they’re all successful grown-ups and there is the wonderful possibility of grandchildren on the horizon. One night a stranger named Savannah knocks on Stan and Joy’s door, bleeding after a fight with her boyfriend. The Delaneys are more than happy to give her the small kindness she sorely needs. If only that was all she wanted. Later, when Joy goes missing, and Savannah is nowhere to be found, the police question the one person who remains: Stan. But for someone who claims to be innocent, he, like many spouses, seems to have a lot to hide. Two of the Delaney children think their father is innocent, two are not so sure—but as the two sides square off against each other in perhaps their biggest match ever, all of the Delaneys will start to reexamine their shared family history in a very new light.

“BAND” Pilot / Prime Video

UNIVERSAL CONTENT PRODUCTIONS
100 Universal City Plaza, Bldg. 522,5 Ste. 2E, Universal City, CA 91608 boatsproductionoffice@gmail.com
PHONE: 818-733-2628

STATUS: November 2022 LOCATION: Los Angeles
PRODUCER: Jason Bateman - Michael Costigan - Roxie Rodriguez SHOWRUNNER: Craig Rosenberg
DIRECTOR: Alex Buono LP: P. Todd Coe CAST: Kaley Cuoco - Chris Messina - Tom Bateman - Liana Liberato - Priscilla Quintana
CD: Ronna Kress

AGGREGATE FILMS 8409 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood, CA 90069 323-994-6300 michael@aggregatefilms.com
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahiring@netflix.com

Inspired by a bizarre true event, the comedic thriller is about a realtor, a plumber and a former tennis star whose lives unexpectedly collide, exposing America’s obsession with true crime, murder and the slow close toilet seat. Messina will play Nathan, the washed-up tennis star husband of realtor Ava Bartlett (Cuoco).

“BEAT ‘EM UP” Feature Film

STATUS: Development
WRITER: Brent Dillon DIRECTOR: The Director Brothers (Josh Martin & Ryan McNeely)
Described as in the vein of John Wick meets Who Framed Roger Rabbit. Inspired by the classic Nintendo Beat ‘Em Up genre.
Belgravia: The Next Chapter will pick up in 1865, 25 years after the events depicted in the 2020 limited series. It will tell the love story of Frederick Trenchard, who has grown up as the third Lord Glanville, and his new love interest, Clara Dunn, who is a newcomer to London society. Unaware that his birth was the product of an affair between his mother Susan and the scoundrel John Bellasis, a troubled childhood has left Frederick deeply insecure, which challenges his courtship of and marriage to Clara.

The thriller series follows a seemingly perfect American family in Berlin whose secrets come to light when they hire a new nanny, unaware that she is trying to expose the parents' corrupt financial and familial ties. Mafia kingpin Mario Ruggerio--as elusive as he is brutal--has built an empire on the blood of his enemies. U.S. Federal Agent Axel Moen has sworn to bring the Sicilian down, no matter how, no matter who pays the price. And now he's found a way to penetrate the Ruggerio family through Charlotte Parsons, a former nanny in the home of Mario's brother, and t

**THE BENDS** Pilot / FX

**BLACK RABBIT** Limited Series / Netflix

**BLADE** Feature Film

**BLIGHT** Series
**“BLOOD FOR DUST” Feature Film**

NICKEL CITY PICTURES
8800 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 200, Beverly Hills, CA 90211
info@nickelcitypictures.com
PHONE: 323-747-1506

STATUS: Late-November 2022  LOCATION: Montana
PRODUCER: Noah Lang - Mark Fasano - Bernard Kira - Ford Corbett - David Ebeltoft - Anthony Standberry
WRITER: David Ebeltoft DIRECTOR: Rod Blackhurst LP: Ari Novak
CAST: Scoot McNairy - Kit Harington - Josh Lucas CD: Tina Buckingham (tinasbfd@gmail.com)
WITCHCRAFT MOTION PICTURE COMPANY hello@witchcraftmotionpicturecompany.com
BMK-ENT 424-230-3002 bernard@bkmlent.com
STUDIO 507 FILMS 3005 Peachtree Road NE, Atlanta, GA 30305 205-523-4318 ford@studio507.co
HIGHLAND FILM GROUP 6310 San Vincente Blvd. Suite 500, Los Angeles, CA 90048 310-271-8400 info@highlandfilmgroup.com
UTA INDEPENDENT FILM GROUP 9336 Civic Center Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 310
HIGHLAND FILM GROUP 6310 San Vincente Blvd. Suite 500, Los Angeles, CA 90048 310-271-8400 info@highlandfilmgroup.com
STUDIO 507 FILMS 3005 Peachtree Road NE, Atlanta, GA 30305 205-523-4318 ford@studio507.co

**“BOILING POINT” Series / BBC One**

ASCENDANT FOX
7 Chancellor Grove, London, United Kingdom, SE21 8EQ
hr@ascendantfox.com

STATUS: January 2023  LOCATION: Manchester, UK
PRODUCER: Hester Ruoff - Bart Ruspoli - Rebecca Ferguson - James Cummings - Graham Drover
WRITER: Philip Barantini - James Cummings - Dan Cadan DIRECTOR: Philip Barantini LP: Deborah Aston
CAST: Vinette Robinson - Stephen Graham - Hannah Walters CD: Shaheen Baig
MADE UP PRODUCTIONS 13 North View Crescent, Epsom, England, KT18 5UW laura@madeupprods.com
MATRIARCH PRODUCTIONS Lonsdale House, High Street, Lutterworth, Leicestershire, England, LE17 4AD
BBC STUDIOS Broadcasting House Portland Place, London UK W1A 1AA +442087438000 bbcstudiosenquiries@bbc.co.uk

**“BREAK” Feature Film**

SHOWDOWN PRODUCTIONS // BREAK MOVIE LLC
bo@showdownproductions.com

STATUS: October 31  LOCATION: Los Angeles
PRODUCER: John Ierardi - Bo Youngblood - Darren Weiss  WRITER: Dikega Hadnot - Spencer Mandel - Will Wernick
DIRECTOR: Will Wernick LP: Nancy Leopardi PM: Faylyn Johnson DP: Akis Konstantakopoulos 1AD: Heather Denton
CAST: Caleb Emery CD: Jeffrey Gafner
21 year old Eli learns that his absent father was a Detroit pool hall legend. He journeys into the scene, and must confront the realities and danger of the game - and himself. (October 31 - December 2)

**“BRIEF ENCOUNTERS” Feature Film**

RUNNING WILD FILMS
travismills@runningwildfilms.com
PHONE: 480-593-9059

STATUS: December 1  LOCATION: Phoenix & Tucson, Arizona
WRITER/PRODUCER: Gus Edwards DIRECTOR: Travis Mills

**“BUTTERFLY JAM” Feature Film**

SQUARE PEG PARTNERS
squarepeg@squarepeg.film
PHONE: 310-957-5254

STATUS: Active Development
PRODUCER: Lars Knudsen - Ari Aster - Alexander Rodnyansky DIRECTOR: Kandemir Balagov
AR CONTENT 3/2, Uspseny, Moscow 127006 Russia +7 (495) 221-7850 ivan@ar-film.com
Set in a tight-knit New Jersey community of Kabardian immigrants, Butterfly Jam, earlier titled Monica, portrays a complicated relationship between a father and son, in which the son imbibes his father with qualities he doesn’t actually possess.
LOVELESS / CONSOLIDATED DOCUMENTARIES
1100 Avenue of the Americas, G26-04B, New York, NY 10036
matt@moreloveless.com
PHONE: 212-512-1961

STATUS: Early-January 2023 LOCATION: Los Angeles
PRODUCER: Matt Parker - Annabelle Dunne
WRITER/DIRECTOR: William Friedkin
CAST: Kiefer Sutherland CD: Denise Chamien
WILLIAM FRIEDKIN PRODUCTIONS 310-284-8360
PARAMOUNT GLOBAL CONTENT 5555 Melrose Ave, LA, CA 90038 323-956-5000 paramount_commerce@paramount.com
During the World War II, the crew of a small insignificant ship in the U.S. Pacific Fleet experience an event unlike any event ever experienced by the United States Navy. A Ship’s Captain is removed from command by his Executive Officer in an apparent outright act of mutiny. As the trial of the mutineers unfold, it is learned that the Captain of the ship was mentally unstable, perhaps even insane. The Navy must decide if the Caine Mutiny was a criminal act, or an act of courage to save a ship from destruction at the hands of her Captain?

“CANARY BLACK” Feature Film
10-27-22 ★

MP FILMSKA PRODUKCIJA // CANARY BLACK LIMITED
Hruševečka ul. 9, 10000, Zagreb, Croatia
info@mp-films.com
igor@mainframeproduction.com
PHONE: +385 91 6538 166 FAX: +385 1 3822 022

STATUS: October 2022 LOCATION: Croatia
PRODUCER: Renee Tab - Christopher Tuffin - Sebastien Raybaud - John Zois - Alastair Burlingham - Chad Moore - Jeff Elliott - Marina Grasic - Igor A. Nola
WRITER: Matthew Kennedy
DIRECTOR: Pierre Morel LP: Carsten Lorenz DP: Thierry Arbogast 1AD: Yann Cuinet
CAST: Kate Beckinsale - Rupert Friend CD: Daniel Hubbard
SENTIENT ENTERTAINMENT 2500 Broadway, Bldg., F Ste F-125, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-315-3500 info@sentientent.com
ANTON CORP. 4th Floor, 3-4 Hardwick St., London EC1R 4RB +44 207 016 3355 info@antoncorp.com
OAKHURST ENTERTAINMENT 9150 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212 310-359-6711 jai@oakhurstent.com
BRICKELL & BROADBRIIDGE INTERNATIONAL (BBI) asst@bbifilm.com
UTA INDEPENDENT FILM GROUP 9336 Civic Center Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 310-273-6700 info@unitedtalent.com
A top CIA operative, Avery Graves (Beckinsale), is blackmailed by terrorists into betraying her own country to save her kidnapped husband. Cut off from her team, she turns to her underworld contacts to survive and help locate the coveted intelligence that the kidnappers want. Betrayed at every turn, she must rely on her cutting-edge training and primitive fighting skills in a deadly race to deliver a ransom that could trigger a global crisis.

“CAN’T LET IT GO” Feature Film
06-10-21 ★

9TH STREET FILMS
411 E 9th #2, New York, NY 10009
info@9thstreetfilms.com
PHONE: 212-300-6161

STATUS: December 6 LOCATION: New York
PRODUCER: James Ivory - Andre Bass - Esther Levy - Rema Sayge - Tonxli Vazquez - Nina Davuluri
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Roy Szper (royszper@gmail.com) LP: Jacob Karim DP: Scott Cramer
CAST: Mario Cantone - Ella Loudon - Alison Fraser - Devika Bhise
MERCHANT IVORY PRODUCTIONS 250 W 57th St., New York, NY 10107 212-582-8049 njesuele@merchantivory.com
(’Can’t) Let It Go is a political comedy set in New York on the eve of the 2016 election. There are five interconnected vignettes all revolving around the lead up to and aftermath of Donald Trump’s surprise victory. At its core, (’Can’t) Let It Go is about unique New York characters and their zany personal and political interactions: an African American gay man being paid as a Trump stand in, a Hillary Clinton campaign worker who moonlights as a nun, a radical young teacher looking to start a kosher laundromat, a conservative Cuban émigré’ and his socialist daughter, a top Trump campaign worker and his apolitical model girlfriend, and a left wing, dog hating activist and actor who yearns to play John Wilkes Booth. Using images from both the film itself and from iconic political imagery, each vignette ends in a surreal, nightmare montage that conjures up each character’s personal and political demons. In our current atmosphere of political misinformation, these dream sequences further reinforce the character’s tenuous hold on reality.

“CHIEF OF STATION” Feature Film
10-06-22 ★

BEE HOLDER PRODUCTIONS
asst@beeholder.com
PHONE: 323-450-9700 - 505-780-8088

STATUS: November 2022 LOCATION: Budapest
PRODUCER: Steve Lee Jones - Matthew Shredder - Kevin Human - D.J. McPherson - Jack Christian
WRITER: George Mahaffey DIRECTOR: Jesse V. Johnson DP: Jonathan Hall
CAST: Aaron Eckhart - Olga Kurylenko - Alex Pettyfer - Chris Petrovski
TRUTH OR DARE 5850 W 3rd St., Suite 130, Los Angeles, CA 90036
CONCOURSE MEDIA 9800 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90212 323-302-4534 inquiries@concourse-media.com
In the spy action thriller, Pettyfer will play John Branca, a CIA agent overseeing a European intelligence division who’s been a steady hand for more than ten years and trusted ally to Ben Malloy (played by Eckhart), a legendary CIA Chief of Station. When Ben’s wife is killed in what appears to be a terrible accident, Branca takes over Ben’s old position as head of all Eastern European clandestine operations. But where do his loyalties lie?
Eddie Braun is a blues-loving, honest detective in San Diego. When he’s not clearing the streets of gang bangers and drug dealers, he can be found at local blues bars playing his guitar. Eddie has worked for years with a man named James Scanlon, whom he suspects is the ringleader. After leaving Tilden’s retirement party, Eddie chases down a street hustler, only to find out it’s his old friend AJ. Eddie and AJ were once thick as thieves, but their lives diverged when Eddie became a cop and AJ became a junkie. But there’s still love between them. Meanwhile, in the mountainous Southern California desert, a shack doubling as a meth lab explodes in flames. Eddie goes into the office the next day, where Lieutenant Scanlon introduces him to his new partner, Marvin Broussard. Broussard is Eddie’s opposite in every way. A devout Christian, soft-spoken, a stickler for the rules. As they patrol the streets, they pass a convoy of police cruisers speeding to the scene of a crime, which prompts Eddie to whip the car around to follow them. The scene of the crime is a blacktop basketball court, where Eddie is crushed to see AJ alive there now.

Several decades ago, a highly infectious, constantly mutating micro-organism — capable of extinction-level destruction — was contained in a military facility. In the present day, the military has sealed the facility’s lowest sublevel, selling the remaining space to a self-storage company. As temperatures rise underground, the micro-organism finds a way to escape — and if left to spread, it will soon uncontrollably multiply around the world. The fate of humanity now rests on a retired biotech operative and two unlikely heroes employed in the facility, who are caught in a race against time to destroy the organism and save mankind.

Within the police force, including his uneasy relationship with Harry Mills undeterred. What he eventually uncovers is a scandal that threatens to bring down his own department and shatter his few remaining relationships within the police force, including his uneasy relationship with Harry Mills — whom he suspects is the ringleader.
agendas and nefarious intents. Turning into a fight to survive Hatch will stop at nothing to protect Jayden and fight anyone getting in his way including suppose allies with hidden agendas and nefarious intents.

STATUS: January 17  LOCATION: Toronto - Washington D.C.
PRODUCER: Sam Ernst - Jim Dunn - James Patterson - Bill Robinson - Patrick Santa - David Ellison - Dana Goldberg - Bill Bost
WRITER/PRODUCER: Ben Watkins DIRECTOR: Craig Siebels LP: Chris Agoston PM: Heather Young 1AD: Lize Van der Bijl
CAST: Aldis Hodge CD: Kim Coleman - Robin D. Cook
SKYDANCE TELEVISION 2900 Olympic Blvd., 4th Floor, Santa Monica, CA 90404 424-291-3400 hrsupport@skydance.com
JAMES PATTERSON ENTERTAINMENT bill@jpatteronentertainment.com
PARAMOUNT TELEVISION STUDIOS 5555 Melrose Ave., LA, CA 90038 323-956-5000 paramount_careers@paramount.com
AMAZON STUDIOS 9336 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232 310-573-2305 amazonstudioscontactus@amazon.com
The crime, mystery, and thriller will focus on Metropolitan Police Department detective and father Alex Cross as he faces threats to his family and the city of Washington, D.C. Cross is a detective and forensic psychologist, uniquely capable of digging into the psyches of killers and their victims, in order to identify—and ultimately capture—the murderers. He is brilliant, flawed, and full of contradictions. A doting father and family man, Cross is single-minded to the point of obsession when he hunts killers. He is desperate for love, but his wife’s murder has left him too damaged to receive it.
(January 17 - April 24)

“CRYSTAL LAKE” Series / Peacock

A24 TELEVISION
31 West 27th Street 11th Floor, New York, NY 10001
750 N San Vicente Blvd Red Building, West Tower, Floor 12, West Hollywood, CA 90069

STATUS: Development
PRODUCER: Victor Miller - Marc Toberoff - Rob Barsamian WRITER/PRODUCER: Bryan Fuller
LIVINGDEADGUY 100 Universal City Plaza, Hitchcock Bung. 5195, Universal City CA 91608 hello@livingdeadguy.com
A prequel series set in the Friday the 13th universe.

“DANGEROUS LIAISONS” 02 Series / Starz

CZECH ANGLO PRODUCTIONS // PLAYGROUND TELEVISION UK (LIAISONS) LIMITED
Barrandov Film Studios, Krizeneckeho Nam.322, Prague 152 53 Czech Republic

STATUS: Q1 2023 LOCATION: Prague
PLAYGROUND ENT. 27-28 Eastcastle St, London W1U 8DH +44 (0) 208 104 8750 contact@playgroundentertainment.com
FLAME VENTURES 8820 Wilshire Blvd Penthouse, 4th Flr, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 323-645-6700 kaylie.hartje@flameventures.com
LIONSGATE TELEVISION 2700 Colorado Avenue Suite 200, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-255-3700 mbellisario@lionsgate.com
STARZ 1647 Stewart Street Santa Monica, CA 90404 424-204-4000 info@starz.com

The story, which was first published in 1782, follows the Marquise de Merteuil and the Vicomte de Valmont, two narcissistic rivals and ex-lovers who use seduction to control and exploit others. It explores the world of the French aristocracy shortly before the French revolution. The series will tell the origin story of the early years of both characters when they meet as passionate young lovers in the slums of 18th century Paris. It will be told from the perspective of Merteuil, informed by her line from the novel, “Born to avenge my sex and conquer yours, I have succeeded in inventing strategies for doing so that before me had never been conceived.”

“DARKNESS OF MAN” Feature Film

VMI WORLDWIDE
7204 1/2 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90046

STATUS: Q1 2023 LOCATION: Los Angeles
DIRECTOR: James Cullen Bressack CAST: Jean-Claude Van Damme
BONDIT MEDIA CAPITAL 1639 11th Street, Unit #160, Santa Monica, CA 90404 213-204-6552 info@bondit.us

Set in Los Angeles, Darkness of Man sees Russell Hatch, an Interpol operative who takes on the role of father figure to Jayden, the son of an informant killed in a routine raid gone wrong. Years later, Hatch finds himself protecting Jayden and his uncle from a group of merciless gangs in an all-out turf war. Turning into a fight to survive Hatch will stop at nothing to protect Jayden and fight anyone getting in his way including supposed allies with hidden agendas and nefarious intents.
“THE DATING GAME” Feature Film

TDG FILM, INC.
8825 Northbrook Court, Burnaby, BC V5J 5J1
datinggameoffice@gmail.com

STATUS: October 31  LOCATION: Vancouver
PRODUCER: Roy Lee - Miri Yoon - J.D. Lifshitz - Raphael Margules - Stuart Ford - Russ Posternak
WRITER: Ian MacAllister McDonald
CAST: Daniel Zovatto - Anna Kendrick - Denis O’Hare - Kathryn Gallagher - Nicolette Robinson - Kelley Jakle - Autumn Best
CD: Corinne Clark - Jennifer Page
VERTIGO ENTERTAINMENT 1151 N. Highland Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90038 323-785-5350 resumesvertigo@gmail.com
BOULDERLIGHT PICTURES 1232 S. La Cienega Blvd. Suite 203, Los Angeles, CA 90035 info@boulderlightpictures.com
AGC STUDIOS 1680 Vine Street, Hollywood, CA 90028 323-510-8800 info@agcstudios.com

A drama based on the true story of the time that a serial killer competed on and won a date on the popular TV game show The Dating Game. The killer, Rodney Alcala, was in the midst of a killing spree in 1978 when he brazenly took part in the show. Kendrick will play Cheryl Bradshaw, the contestant, The film revolves around the events of the game show. At that time, Alcala had murdered five women and been convicted of the attempted murder of a 12-year-old girl but he made it onto the show because background checks were more lax. That left Bradshaw in a position where she was supposed to go on a chaperoned date with Alcala, only to find she was put off by his odd vibe. In 1980, he was sentenced to death for a murder and investigators found evidence — hundreds of photos of women, girls and boys, and keepsakes police believed were from victims — in a storage locker. While he would appeal several times, when advances in DNA were made, he was tied to more murders. His execution postponed indefinitely when California declared a moratorium on death penalty cases in 2019. Alcala is rotting in state prison in Corcoran, California. Detectives have estimated he may have killed as many as 130 people. (October 31 – December 1 | aka “RODNEY & SHERYL”)

“THE A DEADLY EDUCATION” Feature Film

MANDLEVILLE FILMS
100 Universal City Plaza, Building 5138, Universal City, CA 91608
tlieberman@mandfilms.com
PHONE: 818-777-1021

STATUS: Development
PRODUCER: Todd Lieberman - David Hoberman WRITER: Emily Carmichael DIRECTOR: Meera Menon
UNIVERSAL PICTURES 100 Universal City Plaza Universal City, CA 91608 818-777-1000 christine.sun@nbcuni.com
Enter a school of magic unlike any you have ever encountered. There are no teachers, no holidays, friendships are purely strategic, and the odds of survival are never equal. Once you’re inside, there are only two ways out: you graduate or you die. Galadriel “El” Higgins, is uniquely prepared for the school’s many dangers. She may be without allies, but she possesses a dark power strong enough to level mountains and wipe out untold millions – never mind easily destroy the countless monsters that prowl the school. Except, she might accidentally kill all the other students, too. So El is trying her hardest not to use it… that is, unless she has no other choice.

“DIARRA FROM DETROIT” Series / BET

ATLANTIC PICTURES // AP PRODUCTION SERVICES, INC.
625 Madison Ave Suite 834, New York, NY 10022
info@atlanticpictures.com
PHONE: 212-334-3470  FAX: 212-334-3540

STATUS: November 29  LOCATION: Carlstadt, NJ
PM: Leslie Gyson CD: Robi Reed - Andrea Reed Elmore - A. Doran Reed
BET NETWORKS 1575 North Gower Street, Blgd. 2, Los Angeles, CA 90028 310-481-3700
diarra brickland, a public school teacher with an acerbic sense of humor, begins investigating a cold case after she matches on Tinder with a man she swears was a boy famously abducted in the 90s. (November 29 - March 17)

“DIE, MY LOVE” Feature Film

SIKELIA PRODUCTIONS
110 W. 57th St. New York, NY 10019
info@sikelia-ny.com
PHONE: 212-906-8800

STATUS: Development
PRODUCER: Martin Scorsese - Jennifer Lawrence DIRECTOR: Lynne Ramsay
EXCELLENT CADaver 27 W. 24th Street, Suite 502, New York, NY 10010 917-985-0156 assistant@excellentcadaver.com
In a forgotten patch of French countryside, a woman is battling her demons: embracing exclusion yet wanting to belong, craving freedom whilst feeling trapped, yearning for family life but wanting to burn the entire house down. Given surprising leeway by her family for her increasingly erratic behaviour, she nevertheless feels ever more stifled and repressed. Motherhood, womanhood, the banality of love, the terrors of desire, the brutality of ‘another person carrying your heart forever’. Die, My Love faces all this with a raw intensity. It’s not a question of if a breaking point will be reached, but rather when, and how violent a form will it take?
The corrupted cop, Cristini, along with Peters, plan to kill Dob and steal the diamonds. But the diamonds are not there.

Dob knows that Cristini is waiting for him. On mercenaries during a long and violent shoot and his team have prepared a perfect plan suddenly disrupted by a series of unexpected events. Meanwhile, Cristini takes over the hunt for Doberman, albeit in an unofficial capacity, and gets wind of the plan to steal the diamonds owned by a corrupted Armenia.

Dob and Joe, his accomplice, are already planning their next job, steal $1 million worth of diamonds. Joe, having only one thing in mind: get revenge on the man who put him there. A charismatic criminal known as Doberman.

**“DOBERMAN 2: COP’S BLOOD NEVER DRIES” Feature Film**

HANNIBAL MEDIA

8265 W Sunset Blvd., Ste 107, West Hollywood, CA 90046

PHONE: 323-848-2945 FAX: 323-848-2946

contactus@hannibalpictures.com

**STATUS:** Active Development  **LOCATION:** Paris, France

**PRODUCER:** Richard Rionda Del Castro - Yann Le Prado - Patricia Eberle  **WRITER:** Joël Houssin - Giorgio Serafini  **DIRECTOR:** Olivier Megaton

Ex-detective Cristini has been in a coma for the past six years and is about to start a jail sentence for corruption. He is confined to a wheelchair and has only one thing in mind: get revenge on the man who put him there. A charismatic criminal known as Doberman. Doberman appears on Cristini’s radar after a spectacular bank robbery, the first one since Cristini was in a coma. District Attorney Peters strikes a deal with the corrupted detective: his freedom for his collaboration in finding Doberman. Dob and Joe, his accomplice, are already planning their next job, steal $100 Million in diamonds owned by a corrupted Armenian family. In order to pull this off, Dob needs his entire team back. He helps Grey to escape from jail. The rest of the team is assembled: Priest, Luna, Crystal, Buzz, Max, and the Sig Sauer Brothers. The team organizes a plan to steal the diamonds from a fake Red Cross convoy. Meanwhile, Cristini takes over the hunt for Doberman, albeit in an unofficial capacity, and gets wind of the plan to steal the diamonds. Doberman and his team have prepared a perfect plan suddenly disrupted by a series of unexpected events. They are confronted with a battalion of well-trained mercenaries during a long and violent shoot-out around a gas station in the middle of the desert. The operation is a success except for Max’s death. Dob knows that Cristini is waiting for him. Once again, he has planned it all to get his own revenge against the death of his brother, viciously killed by the corrupted cop. Cristini along with Peters plan to kill Dob and steal the diamonds. But the diamonds are not there.
Long ago and who replaced him. The wrinkle, however, is that the star has gone missing.

In a switch from the original 1980s show that starred Lee Majors, the story doesn’t focus on a stuntman with a side hustle as

The family horror follows an eight-year-old girl who enlists the help of her intriguing neighbor to kill the monster under her bed that she believes ate her family.

**“ERIC”** Limited Series / Netflix

**SISTER PICTURES // SISTER (ERIC) LIMITED**

17-18 Hayward’s Place, London, EC1R 0EQ

407 North Maple Drive Suite Grd 1, Los Angeles, CA 90210

**STATUS: December 2022**  **LOCATION: Budapest - New Jersey**

**PRODUCER:** Jaime Featherstone - Lycey Dyke - Holly Pullinger **WRITER/PRODUCER:** Abi Morgan

**DIRECTOR:** Lucy Forbes LP: Francesca Cingolani CD: Laura Rosenthal - Jodi Angstreich

**ATLANTIC PICTURES 625 Madison Ave Suite 834, New York, NY 10022 212-334-3470 info@atlanticpictures.com**

**LITTLE CHICK LIMITED**

23 Granville Road, London, United Kingdom, N4 4EJ

**NETFLIX STUDIOS UK LIMITED**

30 Berners St, London W1T 3LR, United Kingdom

**THE FALL GUY** Feature Film

**K25 PRODUCTIONS PTY LTD**

Fox Studios Australia,

Building 16, 38 Driver Avenue, Moore Park, NSW 2021, Australia

**STATUS: October 29**  **LOCATION: Sydney, Australia**

**PRODUCER:** Guymon Casady - Kelly McCormick - Peter Cramer - Matt Reilly - Geoff Shaevitz - Glen A. Larson

**WRITER/PRODUCER:** Drew Pearce

**DIRECTOR:** David Leitch LP: Cecil O’Connor PM: Anna Bruning - Christina Toy DP: Jonathan Sela 1AD: Paul Barry

**CAST:** Ryan Gosling - Emily Blunt - Aaron Taylor-Johnson - Stephanie Hsu

**CD:** Lindsay Graham - Mary Vernieu - Kirsty McGregor - Stevie Ray

**ENTERTAINMENT 360 | 9111 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90210 310-272-7000 gcasady@management360.com**

87NORTH PRODUCTIONS 8711 Aviation Blvd., LA, CA 90045 323-421-4862 assistant@87eleven.com | 87eleven@gmail.com

**ARCANA - PHANTASMA 1119 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, CA 90401 424-204-0896**

**POINT OF NO RETURN 2049 Century Park East, Suite 1400, Los Angeles, CA 90067 info@pointofnoreturnfilms.com**

UNIVERSAL PICTURES 100 Universal City Plaza Universal City CA 91608 818-777-4374 peter.cramer@nbuni.com

In a switch from the original 1980s show that starred Lee Majors, the story doesn’t focus on a stuntman with a side hustle as a bounty hunter. Instead focuses on a battered and past-his-prime stuntman, being played by Gosling, who finds himself back on a movie with the star for whom he doubted long ago and who replaced him. The wrinkle, however, is that the star has gone missing. Hsu will play the assistant to the movie star, who is being played by Taylor-Johnson. Blunt is cast as a prosthetic makeup artist that has a romantic past with the stuntman. (Release Date: March 1, 2024)
“FALSE AWAKENING” Feature Film 10-06-22 ★
ZED FILMWORKS // AILA OWNER, LLC
250 Besserer Street, Top Floor, Ottawa, ON K1N 6B3

STATUS: Active Development  LOCATION: New York
PRODUCER: Robert Menzies - Anjul Nigam - Stephen Foreht - James Norrie - Steve Straka - Matt Taylor
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Benjamin Tomson PM: Mac Cappuccino
ESTHER EGG admin@estheregg.com | VERTEBRA FILMS 716-574-7416
PERSONA ENTERTAINMENT anjulnigam@gmail.com
AMP INTERNATIONAL 5th floor 14-16 Dowgate Hill, London EC4R 2SU UK +44 20 7535 6714 info@amp-film.com
A psychological thriller, about a man whose waking nightmares start to fuse with his everyday life. When a psychologist who compels the man to tap his higher powers in confronting his past and preventing his life from spiraling into a violent psychosis.

“FAMILY CENA” Feature Film 10-06-22 ★
EMBLEMATIC PICTURES
PO Box 31249, Los Angeles, CA 90031

STATUS: November 28  LOCATION: Los Angeles
PRODUCER: Michael D. Karp - Matthew Silverman WRITER/DIRECTOR: Nadia Zoe & Ramon O. Torres 1AD: Alyssa Aguilos
CD: Lisa Zambetti
A Mexican American family, whose lives revolve around their legendary restaurant, prepares for their annual family reunion oblivious to the fact that a shattered taco truck dream is about to change everything.

“FAMILY LEAVE” HBSVOD Feature / Netflix 10-06-22 ★
GREY MATTER PRODUCTIONS // ABOUT IT PRODUCTIONS, LLC
8440 Warner Dr., Suite B1, Culver City, CA 90232

STATUS: Early-December 2022  LOCATION: Los Angeles
PRODUCER: Lawrence Grey - Ben Everard - Nicole King - Jason Brian Rosenthal WRITER: Victoria Strouse
CAST: Jennifer Garner CD: Justine Baddley Artea - Kim Davis-Wagner
LINDEN ENTERTAINMENT 310-860-6204 nking@lindenentertainment.com
NETFLIX 5808 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-975-8611 ewolfe@netflix.com
A mysterious event occurs while the Walker family is at the Griffith Park Planetarium—the nuclear elements split and recombine their personalities in each others bodies and quickly realize the same thing has happened to a family on the other side of the world. They must unite with this group of strangers and determine how to undo the switch, all while hilariously navigating daily life in a different body before it is too late.

“FIELD DAY” Telefilm / Hallmark

PTO PRODUCTIONS LTD.
2400 Boundary Road, Burnaby, BC V5M 3Z3

STATUS: November 17  LOCATION: Vancouver
PRODUCER: Shawn Williamson - Jamie Goehring - Kevin Leslie - Annie Carlucci
DIRECTOR: David Winning PM: Michelle Samuels PC: Joey Setter CD: Jackie Lind
BRIGHTLIGHT PICTURES 2400 Boundary Rd Burnaby, BC V5M Z3 604-628-3000 shawn@brightlightpictures.com
LIGHTHOUSE PICTURES INC. 2400 Boundary Road, Burnaby, BC V5M 3Z3 604-628-3000 jamie@lighthousepictures.ca
ANNE CARLUCCI PRODUCTIONS 9200 Sunset Blvd., Penthouse 20, Los Angeles, CA 90069 310-913-5626 acprod@sbcglobal.net
Four mothers working on the elementary school Field Day Planning Committee must band together if they’re ever going to survive the chaos that comes with their new responsibilities.

“FINDING YOU” Telefilm 10-27-22 ★

1DEPARTMENT ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES // FINDING YOU PRODUCTIONS (ONTARIO) INC.
1827 Woodward Drive, Suite 302, Ottawa, ON K2C 0P9

STATUS: November 7  LOCATION: Ottawa, ON
PRODUCER: Irene Litinsky - Shane Boucher
DIRECTOR: Jonathan Wright LP: Brooklin Watson PM: Caitlin Delaney PC: Tegan Watson 1AD: Anthony Lefresne CD: Ilona Smyth
MUSE ENTERTAINMENT 530 Richmond St., 2nd Flr, Toronto, ON M5V 1Y4 416-306-6473 reception@muse.ca
In an attempt to find a compatible bone marrow donor to save her friend Jonathan’s life, a genealogist must track down the location of Jonathan’s long absent father… if he’s even still alive.
“FORGERS” Pilot

DARK HERO STUDIOS
190 S. Bundy Dr. Suite 200, Los Angeles, CA 90025

STATUS: Development
SHOWRUNNER: David Hayter WRITER/PRODUCER: Brenden Gallagher

After the patriach of a civil war souvenir shop dies, his children take over only to discover that the family business was not entirely... authentic. Now Tonya, Cal, and their new “business liaison” Bill, have to pull off high-stakes artifact forgeries and try to stay one step ahead of a Chinese Crime Syndicate that wants their cut.

“FREUD’S LAST SESSION” Feature Film

ARCANE PICTURES // LAST SESSION PRODUCTIONS LTD
25 Floral St., London WC2E 9DS UK info@arcanepictures.com
PHONE: +44 20 7189 5525 FAX: +44 20 7031 8101

STATUS: Late-January 2023 LOCATION: London
PRODUCER: Meg Thomson - Alan Greisman - Rick Nicita - Hannah Leader WRITER: Mark St. Germain DIRECTOR: Matt Brown
REINER/REISSMAN 9169 West Sunset Boulevard, West Hollywood, CA 90069 310-285-2300
BIG BOOK MEDIA Floodgates Farm, Castle Ln, W. Grinstead, W. Sussex RH13 8LH +44 (0)1798 667601 info@bigbookmedia.com
RPMEDIA 1880 Century Park East #1600, Los Angeles, CA 90067 310-285-7012 heather@rpmediaco.com
CAA MEDIA FINANCE 2000 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles, CA 90067 424-288-2000 filmsales@caa.com
WESTEND FILMS 99 Kenton Road, Harrow, London HA3 0AN UK +44 20 7494 8300 info@westendfilms.com
SONY PICTURES CLASSICS 25 Madison Ave. 24th Floor. New York, NY 10010 212-833-8833 sony_classics@spe.sony.com

Set on the eve of WWII and towards the end of his life, Freud’s Last Session sees Sigmund Freud (Hopkins) invite iconic author C.S. Lewis (Goode) for a debate over the existence of God. Exploring Freud’s unique relationship with his lesbian daughter Anna and Lewis' unconventional romance with his best friend's mother, the film interweaves past, present and fantasy, bursting from the confines of Freud’s study on a dynamic journey.

“GIRLS5EVA” 03 Series / Netflix

NBCUNIVERSAL MEDIA, LLC
Kaufman Astoria Studios, 34-12 36th Street, Astoria, NY 11106 g5e.productionoffice@gmail.com
PHONE: 718-706-5240

STATUS: Active Development LOCATION: New York
PRODUCER: Tina Fey - Robert Carlock - Jeff Richmond - David Minerv - Eric Gurian
SHOWRUNNER/EP: Meredith Scardino DIRECTOR: Kat Coiro WRITER: Emma Gerritsen
PRODUCER: Words & Pictures
Executive Producers: Bruna Papandrea, Jason Blum, Jessica Hecht, Menelik Shabangu
PRODUCER: All Three Productions
Executive Producers: Abigail Disney, Debra Lee, John Singleton, Jonathan Sanger

The series explores what happens when a one-hit-wonder girl group from the ‘90s gets sampled by a young rapper and its members reunite to give their pop star dreams one more shot. They may be grown women balancing spouses, kids, jobs, debt, aging parents and shoulder pain, but can't they also be Girls5Eva? Bareilles will star as Dawn, former member of the short-lived 90s group Girls5eva, who is now a bit restless in life managing her family’s small Italian restaurant in Queens. When the opportunity arises, Dawn reluctantly gets the band back together for a Girls5eva reunion and it might just be exactly what she needed.

“GLACIER NATIONAL PARK RESCUE” Telefilm

PRODUCTION OFFICE
Lizard Creek Lodge, 5346 Highline Dr, Fernie, BC V0B 1M6

STATUS: November 14 LOCATION: British Columbia
DIRECTOR: Christie Will Wolf CD: Judy JK Lee
CHRISTIE WILL FILMS info@christiewillfilms.com

“GOOD SIDE OF A BAD MAN” Feature Film

THE MOTUS STUDIOS / LAKewood PRODUCTION
8929 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90211 emanuele@themotusstudios.com
PHONE: 340-249-3537

STATUS: November 1 LOCATION: Santa Fe, New Mexico
STOKED FILM GROUP stokedasher@gmail.com | URBAN TALES PRODUCTIONS 323-610-8066 gabriellealmagor@gmail.com
UMBRELIC bok@umbrelic.com | RENEGADE ENTERTAINMENT contact@wearerenegade.com
THREE POINT CAPITAL 2041 Rosecrans Ave., Suite 322, El Segundo, CA 90245 310-546-8111 info@tpc.us
VERTICAL ENTERTAINMENT info@vert-ent.com | LB ENTERTAINMENT lee@lbentertainment.co

Good Side of a Bad Man will chart the true story of Pretty Boy Floyd (Hirsch), a poor midwestern farm boy who grew up to become one of the most notorious criminals of the Depression era. Labeled as a deadly crook and danger to society, the film will see the FBI assign story agent Melvin Purvis (Jane) to lead the manhunt to take down Floyd, who in the eyes of his wife Ruby (Benson) and the farmers plagued by extreme poverty, is their very own Robin Hood, stealing from the rich and sharing with the long-suffering community he was raised in.
HAILEY ROSE - Feature Film

Status: November 8  Location: Hubbards & Chester, NS
Producer: Scott Lepp Writer/Director: Sandi Somers (sandi@springstreetfilms.ca) CD: Andrea Kenyon - Randi Wells

Hailey Rose is a colorful, sometimes humorous, heartfelt story of guilt, loss, and learning to love yourself. Hailey, a newly unemployed queer millennial has spent her adult life running away from her upbringing. When Miles Blake, a celebrity murder mystery writer, comes to her university to teach for a semester and she gets assigned to be his TA, she is thrilled – mostly because he's her idol and she'll get to learn from one of the greats – but her mind is blown when he loves her developing novel and they strike up a sort of friendship. However, when a student goes missing after Miles encourages his class to get into the mind of the killers they write about, the list of suspects starts hitting close to home for Ashley. Will she or her best friend Jordan be the next victim before their lives really begin?

HALF BLOOD - Series

Status: Development
Producer: Keith Redmon - Richard Brown Writer/Producer: Michael Lesslie Director: Johan Renck

BLACK BEAR PICTURES 1739 Berkeley Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 424-291-6000 info@blackbearpictures.com

PASSAGER 648 Broadway, Suite 903, New York, NY 10012 646-930-4729 elise@passenger-pictures.com

ANONYMOUS CONTENT 3532 Hayden Avenue, Culver City, CA 90232 310-558-6000 filmtv@anonymouscontent.com

PARAMOUNT TELEVISION 5555 Melrose Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90038 323-956-5000 paramount_careers@paramount.com

HAILEY ROSE - Feature Film

Status: November 8  Location: Hubbards & Chester, NS
Producer: Scott Lepp Writer/Director: Sandi Somers (sandi@springstreetfilms.ca) CD: Andrea Kenyon - Randi Wells

Hailey Rose is a colorful, sometimes humorous, heartfelt story of guilt, loss, and learning to love yourself. Hailey, a newly unemployed queer millennial has spent her adult life running away from her upbringing. When Miles Blake, a celebrity murder mystery writer, comes to her university to teach for a semester and she gets assigned to be his TA, she is thrilled – mostly because he's her idol and she'll get to learn from one of the greats – but her mind is blown when he loves her developing novel and they strike up a sort of friendship. However, when a student goes missing after Miles encourages his class to get into the mind of the killers they write about, the list of suspects starts hitting close to home for Ashley. Will she or her best friend Jordan be the next victim before their lives really begin?

HALF BLOOD - Series

Status: Development
Producer: Keith Redmon - Richard Brown Writer/Producer: Michael Lesslie Director: Johan Renck

BLACK BEAR PICTURES 1739 Berkeley Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 424-291-6000 info@blackbearpictures.com

PASSAGER 648 Broadway, Suite 903, New York, NY 10012 646-930-4729 elise@passenger-pictures.com

ANONYMOUS CONTENT 3532 Hayden Avenue, Culver City, CA 90232 310-558-6000 filmtv@anonymouscontent.com

PARAMOUNT TELEVISION 5555 Melrose Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90038 323-956-5000 paramount_careers@paramount.com
“HAMLET” Feature Film

CENTURY UK PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
4th Floor 1-4 King Street, Covent Garden, London, United Kingdom, WC2E 8HH

STATUS: October 30
LOCATION: London
PRODUCER: Gary Goetzman - Jack Rapke - Bill Block
WRITER: Robert Zemeckis - Eric Roth
DIRECTOR: Robert Zemeckis
CAST: Tom Hanks - Robin Wright - Paul Bettany - Kelly Reilly
CD: Lara Manwaring
TIES, going to violent
left. To their own devices, the youthful survivors must rely on primal instinct and dwindling resources to fend off the raging infected.

HBSVOD Feature / Netflix
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she learned that Wilde was homosexual.

The story of Irish children's author Oscar Wilde's marriage to Constance L

```
CLOSER PRODUCTIONS
1 Mulberry Rd, Glenside, SA 5

CURIOSA FILMS
7, avenue Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 75008 Paris – France +33 .1.55.34.98.08

WHEELHOUSE PRODUCTIONS 30-34 New Bridge Street, London, England. EC4V 6BJ mgledhill@wheelhouse-productions.com

CLOSER PRODUCTIONS 1 Mulberry Rd, Glenside, SA 5

EY +44 (0) 207 183 4739 info@embankmentfilms.com

The story of Irish children's author Oscar Wilde’s marriage to Constance Lloyd, an author and activist, and the sexual awakening she experienced after she learned that Wilde was homosexual.
```
The psychological horror follows Cecilia (Sweeney), a woman of devout faith who is offered a fulfilling new role at an illustrious Italian convent. Her warm welcome to the picture-perfect Italian countryside is soon interrupted as it becomes clearer to Cecilia that her new home harbors some dark and horrifying secrets.

**“IN THE LOST LANDS” Feature Film**

FILM POLAND PRODUCTIONS
19 Emaus Street, Krakow, Malopolska 30-213 Poland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATUS: November 14</th>
<th>LOCATION: Poland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCER: Jeremy Bolt - Jonathan Meisner - Nico Bruinsma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITER/DIRECTOR: Paul W.S. Anderson LP: Milla Jovovich - Dave Bautista</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP: Glen MacPherson 1AD: Stuart Williams CAST: Milla Jovovich - Dave Bautista</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPACT PICTURES 9200 W Sunset Blvd., Suite 800, West Hollywood, CA 90069 310-247-0383 <a href="mailto:jeremy.bolt@impactpix.com">jeremy.bolt@impactpix.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEISNER ENTERTAINMENT GROUP 2020 Pennsylvania Ave NW, #179, Washington, DC 20006 <a href="mailto:jonathan@meisnergroup.com">jonathan@meisnergroup.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTANTIN FILM Feilitzschstr. 6, Munich, Bavaria D-80802 Germany +49 89 44 44 60 0 <a href="mailto:zentrale@constantin-film.de">zentrale@constantin-film.de</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMERLAND 5776D Lindero Canyon Road, #398, Westlake Village, CA 91362 424-255-4122 <a href="mailto:jkrollsummerlandent@gmail.com">jkrollsummerlandent@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILMNATION 6430 W. Sunset Blvd. Suite 1025, Los Angeles, CA 90028 323-337-0850 <a href="mailto:info@wearefilmnation.com">info@wearefilmnation.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAA MEDIA FINANCE 2000 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles, CA 90067 424-228-2000 <a href="mailto:filmsales@caa.com">filmsales@caa.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A queen, desperate to fulfill her love, makes a daring play: she hires the sorceress Gray Alys (Jovovich), a woman as feared as she is powerful. Sent to the ghostly wilderness of the Lost Lands, Alys and her guide, the drifter Boyce (Bautista), must outwit and outfight man and demon in this fable that explores that nature of good and evil, debt and fulfillment, love and loss.

**“INDUSTRY” 03 Series / HBO - BBC1**

BAD WOLF // BAD WOLF (IND3) LTD
Building 1, Trident Park Estate, Glass Avenue, Cardiff CF24 5EN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATUS: April 2023</th>
<th>LOCATION: Cardiff, Wales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WRITER: Matthew Barry - Zara Meerza - Joseph Charlton - Charly Evon Simpson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTOR: Birgitte Staermose - Caleb Ferrari - Isabella Eklöf LP: Simon Morris CD: Julie Harkin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC CYMRU WALES Broadcasting House Llandaff CRF United Kingdom CF5 2YQ +442920322000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Industry gives an insider’s view of the blackbox of high finance following a group of young bankers as they forge their identities within the pressure cooker environment and sex and drug fueled blitz of international bank Pierpoint & Co’s London office. In Season 2, the grads are no longer allowed to hide behind their graduate status. The market is ripping, and Pierpoint’s back to work or else mandate has the trading floor more charged up and paranoid than ever. New U.S. management will be gasoline on the flames – an injection of cross Atlantic energy that lights a fire under each and every employee. Now Harper (Myha’la Herroid), Yasmin (Marisa Abela) and Robert (Harry Lawtet) must drive new business and make new alliances both in and out of the office as Pierpoint and its junior bankers seek to take every advantage in a post-COVID world.
**“KING ARTHUR: DAWN OF PENDRAGON” Feature Film**

THREE WISE MONKEYS PRODUCTIONS LIMITED

STATUS: Spring 2023  LOCATION: United Kingdom
PRODUCER: Patrick Rybarczyk  DIRECTOR: Sacha Bennett
KALEIDOSCOPE FILM 3rd Floor, 86-90 Paul St, London, EC2A 4NE  +44 0 20 3740 5711 sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com

During an era of peace in Britain, Arthur, heir to Camelot’s throne, seeks his purpose on a dangerous quest across the seas. But upon his return, he discovers that his father has been betrayed by his closest allies. With dark forces conspiring to seize power and plunge the land into chaos, Arthur realizes his true destiny. Taking up the mythical flaming sword, he must now save his country and become the legendary King.

**“KNIGHT’S CAMP” Feature Film**

GOOD QUESTION MEDIA

STATUS: Spring 2023
PRODUCER: Chris Yurkovich - Daniel Bekerman - Jordan Hart - Neil Mathieson  WRITER: Kyle Rideout - Josh Epstein
DIRECTOR: Kyle Rideout  CD: Deanna Brigidi
SCYTHIA FILMS 56 The Esplanade, Unit 502, Toronto, ON M5E 1A7 416-897-5211 danielb@scythiafilms.com
STELLAR CITIZENS 56 The Esplanade, Unit 502, Toronto, ON M5E 1A7 info@stellarcitizens.com

Knight’s Camp follows four bubble-wrapped teens at a summer “knight’s training camp” who are preparing to re-enact an ancient battle when they are accidentally transported to the real battle in 1293. Set in and around a Scottish castle, the comedy seeks to highlight the clash between modern-day teens and the realistically brutal world of those gritty times. The producers describe it as being a blend of dark humor intersecting with a medieval thriller.

**“THE KNIGHTS OF MALTA” Feature Film**

HANNIBAL MEDIA
8265 W Sunset Blvd., Ste 107, West Hollywood, CA 90046

STATUS: Active Development  LOCATION: Dominican Republic
PRODUCER: Richard Riorda Del Castro - Guto Colunga  WRITER: Scott Windhauser  DIRECTOR: Johnny Martin

Jax, 50’s, and Riley 40’s, best friends, black ops soldiers for the United States government. On their latest mission to eliminate a hostile target, they realize they are working for someone who doesn’t have their best interests in mind – Decker, 40’s. They abort the kill mission, take some key evidence, and decide to disappear down to Rio. Jax and Riley open a helicopter tour business and settle into their new lives nicely of semi-retirement. Jax is even dating a local girl – Adriana, 25, gorgeous, who is caring for her young brother Rodrigo, 12, street kid. The guys have no problem minding their own business, until... their old boss Decker sends a unit of soldiers (led by Marrick to kill them and if that wasn’t bad enough, Adriana is kidnapped by a man named... Dutch, 40’s, gangster, crime boss of Rio assisted of his right man Reeves. Riley wants to make a run for it, but Jax is done running. He loves Adriana and feels a sense of duty to save her. Riley knows he’s right, so... the men go back to their old ways. They go after Dutch and his entire organization. Rodrigo helps them, he leads them into the slums of Rio, the favelas... a place of kid gangs. Jax and Riley enlist a gang leader – Vitor, 20’s, streets are his school, to use his weapons and knowledge to go after Dutch. Unfortunately for Jax and Riley, Dutch has an army and a mountain of money at his disposal. Jax and Riley must take on his army, trying to find Adriana and keeping their old bosses black ops soldiers from taking them out. They do all this, while keeping Rodrigo safe and giving each other a very hard time. They are soldiers, they are friends, and they are all they have left. (aka “WELCOME TO MALTA”, “WELCOME TO RIO”, “WELCOME TO ATHENS”)

**“LATENCY” Feature Film**

OCEANSIDE MEDIA

STATUS: November 21  LOCATION: Bangkok, Thailand
PRODUCER: Scott Clayton - Wych Kaosayanananda - Gary A. Hirsch - Jordan Gertner  WRITER/DIRECTOR: James Croke (james@deceptionworks.com)  CAST: Sasha Luss - Alexis Ren
RED SEA MEDIA 280 South Beverly Dr., Ste 209, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 310-273-6800 sales@redseamediainc.com

The action thriller follows Hana, a professional gamer who suffers from acute agoraphobia. When Hana receives a new device to enhance her game by interpreting her brain activity, she begins to wonder if the device is reading her mind or now actually controlling it.
Mickey Haller has fallen on tough times. He expands his business into foreclosure defense, on for trying to take away her home. Mickey puts his team into high gear to exonerate Lisa Trammel, even though

After taking on a foreclosure case, defense attorney Mickey Haller must prove his client's innocence -- but first he must follow a trail of black market evidence to its sinister end.   Mickey Haller has fallen on tough times. He expands his business into foreclosure defense, on for trying to take away her home. Mickey puts his team into high gear to exonerate Lisa Trammel, even though

The Tyrone family — the miserly actor father, the grasping mother addicted to morphine, the alcoholic older son and the tubercular younger son — come to grips with their twisted love for one another.

A sexy fast-paced thriller set in New Orleans, philanthropist and socialite Elise Harrington is killed in a hit-and-run, prompting her best friend, Jordan Toussaint - a successful forensic pathologist in Washington, DC - to return home to Louisiana. While she's trying to both revisit and avoid her past, she enlists the help of her former lover, police detective Marcus Benoit, to join her on solving the murder of her best friend. In the process, Jordan stumbles upon a conspiracy; revealing Elise's death to be a much more malevolent matter...involving cover ups, gangs, real estate disputes, and a family legacy of pride and power.
As a master of pottery, Rachel has created her perfect man out of clay. Fed up with the conventional dating approaches, she turns to an ancient amulet to bring her clay dream-man to life. Clay embodies all the qualities that Rachel thought she wanted in a partner; he’s kind, loving, never one to argue, question or doubt Rachel in any way. Outside of adoring Rachel and wanting her to be happy, Clay discovers a passion for cooking. Although being a chef isn’t something that Rachel’s family finds worthy of Rachel so he is willing to give up what brings him joy to make sure that she is happy. Clay is fun, awkward, impossible to not be friends with and approaches life with the curiosity and wonder of a child. (aka “CLAY”)

“MAYANS MC” 05 Series / FX

PRODUCER: Stephenaca Davis-Davis
DIRECTOR: Michael A. Nardelli
PM: Joseph M. Fischaro
PC: Lisa Ripley
WRITER/PRODUCER: Kurt Sutter
PRODUCER: Michael Dinner - Craig Yahata - Dan Cooley - Hilton Smith - Debra Moore Muñoz - Brett Dos Santos
WRITER/PRODUCER: Kurt Sutter - Elgin James
DIRECTOR: Batán Silva
Series / FX
LOCATION: Los Angeles, CA
STATUS: Active Development

Pardo, a newly patched member of the Mayans M.C. charter on the Cali/Mexi border. Mother’s murder while their father Felipe, played by Edward James Olmos, struggles to reconcile the choices he and his sons have made. After U.S. Assistant District Attorney Lincoln Potter, played by Ray McKinnon, threatens to deport Felipe, EZ and Angel chose to leverage incriminating information to protect him rather than to free rebel leader Adelita, played by Carla Baratta, from federal custody, leaving her to give birth to Angel’s son while in handcuffs. Meanwhile, Miguel Galindo, played by Danny Pino, is left reeling over the loss of his mother to apparent suicide, while others quietly suspect foul play. Additionally, the Mayans seek vengeance on their rivals, the Tijuana M.C. Vatos Malditos, after a surprise attack on their club. When the smoke clears, they discover the body of a Sons of Anarchy Motorcycle Club Redwood Original – there will be hell to pay. (December 5 - April 19)

“MEN UP” Telefilm / BBC One

PRODUCER: Nicola Shindler
DIRECTOR: Matthew Barry
LOCATION: United Kingdom
PRODUCER: Nicola Shindler
WRITER: Matthew Barry
LOCATION: Manchester
LOCATION: Manchester
LOCATION: Manchester
LOCATION: Manchester

When the smoke clears, they discover the body of a Sons of Anarchy Motorcycle Club Redwood Original – there will be hell to pay. (December 5 - April 19)
time with her and teach her to be a spy. Despite his reluctance JJ finds he is no match for Sophie's disarming charm and wit.

The incredible true story of the top-secret "butcher-and-bolt" black ops units Prime Minister Winston Churchill assigned the task of stopping the unstoppable German war machine. Criminals, rogues, and survivalists, the brutal tactics and grit of these "deniables" would define a military unit the likes of which the world had never seen. When France fell to the Nazis in spring 1940, Churchill declared that Britain would resist the advance of the German army—alone if necessary. Churchill commanded the Special Operations Executive to secretly develop a very special kind of military unit that would operate on their own initiative deep behind enemy lines. The units would be licensed to kill, fully deniable by the British government, and a ruthless force to meet the advancing Germans. The very first of these "butcher-and-bolt" units—the innocuously named Maid Honour Force—was led by Gus March-Phillipps, a wild British eccentric of high birth, and an aristocratic, handsome, and bloodthirsty young Danish warrior, Anders Lassen. Amped up on amphetamines, these assorted renegades and sociopaths undertook the very first of Churchill's special operations—a top-secret, high-stakes mission to seize Nazi shipping in the far-distant port of Fernando Po, in West Africa.

"MONSTER HIGH THE MOVIE 2" Telefilm / Nickelodeon - Paramount+

WORTH SOMETHING PRODUCTIONS INC.
4210 Phillips Avenue, Burnaby, BC V5A 2X2

STATUS: January 23  LOCATION: Vancouver
PRODUCER: Adam Bonnett - Shawn Williamson - Arielle Boisvert - David Magee - Fred Soulie - Phil Breman
WRITER: Matt Eddy - Billy Eddy DIRECTOR: Todd Holland PM: Ricardo Plaza-Rosselot PC: Bobby Gorman
CAST: Mia Harris - Nayah Damasen - Ceci Balagot CD: Sheryl Levine
DARK TOY ENTERTAINMENT 500 S. Buena Vista Street, Burbank, CA 91521 818-560-1754
BRIGHTLIGHT PICTURES 2400 Boundary Rd Burnaby, BC V5M 3Z3 604-628-3000 shawn@brightlightpictures.com
MATTEL TELEVISION 333 Continental Boulevard El Segundo, CA 90245 310-252-2000 press@mattel.com

AWESOMENESSTV 1575 N Gower St, Los Angeles, CA 90028 310-752-8000 careers@awesomeness.tv
NICKELODENE STUDIOS 231 W Olive Ave., Burbank, CA 91502 818-736-3000 - 323-468-5050 studioinfo@nick.com

Returning for sophomore year, Clawdeen, Draculaura, and Frankie face new perils. An old classmate returns to challenge Clawdeen’s newfound alpha status — while new enemies lurk in the shadows. (wt "WORTH SOMETHING")

"MOTHER'S PRIDE" Feature Film

FRED FILMS // MOTHERS PRIDE LIMITED
Oak Lodge, Great Bedwyn, Marlborough, Wiltshire SN8 3LY UK

STATUS: March 2023  LOCATION: Bristol, UK
PRODUCER: James Spring WRITER/DIRECTOR: Meg Leona
CAST: Chad Oman - Ivan Atkinson - Niall Perrett - John Friedberg WRITER: Arash Amel
DAY TWO ENTERTAINMENT 3700 West Alameda Avenue 32nd Floor, Burbank, CA 91505 310-742-2300 recruitment@stdxentertainment.com
MWM STUDIOS 1999 Avenue of the Stars Suite 1500, Los Angeles, CA 90067 424-777-0137 info@madisonwellmedia.com
AMAZON STUDIOS 9336 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232 310-573-2305 amazonstudioscontactus@amazon.com

My Spy follows JJ, a hardened CIA operative (Bautista) who has been demoted and finds himself at the mercy of a precocious 9-year-old girl, named Sophie (Coleman) where he has been sent undercover begrudgingly to surveil her family. When Sophie discovers hidden cameras in her apartment, she uses her tech savviness to locate where the surveillance operation is set. In exchange for not blowing JJ’s cover Sophie convinces him to spend time with her and teach her to be a spy. Despite his reluctance JJ finds he is no match for Sophie’s disarming charm and wit.
The thriller series will follow Thora (Prettejohn), a rebellious teenage clone who escapes from the boarding school where she and her fellow clones are kept hidden from society. As she starts living undercover in the outside world, she unwittingly sets in motion events that will spark a revolution and test the boundaries of what it means to be human.
STATUS: October 31   LOCATION: Louisiana
PRODUCER: Jeremy Kleiner - Dede Gardner - Colson Whitehead
WRITER/PRODUCER: RaMell Ross - Joslyn Barnes
DIRECTOR: RaMell Ross PC: Patrick McBride
LOUVERTURE FILMS 101 W 23rd St., #283, New York, NY 10011 212-229-3960 info@louverturefilms.com
PLAN B ENTERTAINMENT 846 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Building D2, Los Angeles, CA 90038 323-993-5440
ANONYMOUS CONTENT 3532 Hayden Avenue, Culver City, CA 90232 310-558-6000 filmtv@anonymouscontent.com
ORION PICTURES 245 N. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 310

When Elwood Curtis, a black boy growing up in 1960s Tallahassee, is unfairly sentenced to a juvenile reformatory called the Nickel Academy, he finds himself trapped in a grotesque chamber of horrors. Elwood's only salvation is his friendship with fellow "delinquent" Turner, which deepens despite Turner's conviction that Elwood is hopelessly naive, that the world is crooked, and that the only way to survive is to scheme and avoid trouble. As life at the Academy becomes ever more perilous, the tension between Elwood's ideals and Turner's skepticism leads to a decision whose repercussions will echo down the decades. (October 31 - January 16)

“NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD SEQUEL” Feature Film

ORIGIN STORY ENTERTAINMENT / SANIBEL FILMS
60 West 23rd Street #1108, New York, NY 10010

STATUS: Active Development
VERTIGO ENTERTAINMENT 1151 N. Highland Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90038 323-785-5350 resumesvertigo@gmail.com
WESTBROOK STUDIOS 5000 Parkway Calabasas, Calabasas, CA 91302 818-832-2300 jon@westbrookinc.com
VILLAGE ROADSHOW PICTURES 10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 200, Los Angeles, CA 90067 310-385-4300 vrehgr@vreg.com
FILMNATION ENTERTAINMENT 6430 Sunset Blvd., Ste 1025, Los Angeles, CA 90028 323-337-0855 laoffice@filmnation.com
CAA MEDIA FINANCE 2000 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles, CA 90067 424-288-2000 filmsales@caa.com

“APOCALYPSE VII” Feature Film

ROUGH DIAMOND PRODUCTIONS
1424 N Kings Rd., Los Angeles, CA 90069

STATUS: October 2022
PRODUCER: Robert Craig - Sally Forcier - Angela Lujan - Johnny Lujan - Laura Nickowitz - Nikki Vogt
ROBERT CRAIG FILMS 916-532-0094 hello@robertcraig.com

A group of homeless people bond together as a family while struggling to survive on the streets without food and shelter, against a harassing gang, an unforgiving community and the local authorities.

“NOW YOU SEE ME 3” Feature Film

SECRET HIDEOUT
1519 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, CA 90404

STATUS: Active Development
PRODUCER: Bobby Cohen - Alex Kurtzman - Ed Solomon - Chisom Ude - Meredith Wieck
THE DISTRICT 500 South Buena Vista St., Burbank, CA 91521 818-560-3103 lauren@thedistrict.ca
LIONSGATE 2700 Colorado Ave., Ste. 200, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-309-8431 mwieck@lionsgate.com

The story of magician troupe known as the Four Horsemen continues in the third installment of the franchise will introduce new characters into the world while also creating opportunities for the original cast to reprise their roles.
HANNIBAL MEDIA
8265 W Sunset Blvd., Ste 107, West Hollywood, CA 90046

STATUS: Active Development
PRODUCER: Richard Riordan Del Castro - Laurent Tolleron
WRITER: Scott Windhauser
DIRECTOR: Frédéric Forestier
SEVEN 52 | 10, Rue De Penthievre, Paris 75008 France 33 (0)688059791

James O’Brien, 50’s, is a detective past his prime, in fact, he’s retiring. His wife, Monica, 50’s, has a thriving career as a nurse, she’s not ready to quit. At James’ surprise retirement party they watch the news of the coming Russian invasion into the Ukraine. Monica’s father Alain still lives in a ski lodge in Ukraine. She begs James to go. James finally decides that it’s time to get Alain out of there. Michail, his brothers Piotr and Ivan, lead a group of pro-Russian soldiers who hijack a shipment of gold from a Ukrainian military escort and have a plan in place to fly it back to Russia. The plan works until their helicopter runs into terrible snowy weather and they crash land somewhere in the Ukrainian mountainside. With the entire Ukrainian government looking for them, Michail and his brothers must figure out a way off the treacherous snowy mountain with a helicopter full of gold. James and Monica travel to the Ukrainian ski lodge. They confront Alain, but he refuses to go. James and Monica argue, they are on the verge of breaking up, both being stubborn, when… Michail and his crew invade the village. James manages to get away, but Monica and the rest of the locals are rounded up and held hostage. James is caught without a weapon, so he takes The Old Gun, a legendary shotgun, off the ski lodge wall and must take down Michail’s men with only this gun to save his wife and father-in-law. Dmitri, local Ukrainian detective, runs into James outside of the village. They reluctantly team up to take on Michail’s men, Dmitri wants the gold, James wants his wife. Alain tries to help them as best he can, while trying to stay hidden from Michail’s men. Monica is forced to save the lives of Michail’s wounded soldiers, while hiding who she truly is. Michail has more soldiers inbound to airlift the gold out of there, but James and Dmitri have other plans. They come from different worlds, but they are both good at their profession... taking down criminals. James uses The Old Gun to cause havoc all over the village and stopping Michail’s ultimate plan of escape. James and Dmitri race against the clock to stop Michail from leaving the snowy village at all costs. Monica uses her skills as a nurse to stay alive and Alain helps everyone keep these Russians out of the village for good. (aka “THE OLD GUN”)

“ONLY MURDERS IN THE BUILDING” 03 Series / Hulu

PRODUCTION OFFICE
Cine Magic LIC Studios, 30-15 48th Avenue, Long Island City, NY 11101
Silvercup Studios North, 295 Locust Avenue, Second Floor, Bronx, NY 10454

STATUS: January 9 LOCATION: New York
PRODUCER: Dan Fogelman - Jess Rosenthal - Martin Short - Selena Gomez - Jamie Babbitt
WRITER/PRODUCER: Steve Martin - John Hoffman LP: Kristin Bernstein PM: Christopher George PC: Daniel Gay
1AD: Becky Chin - Cedric Vara CD: Bernard Telsey
RHODE ISLAND AVE. PRODUCTIONS 11766 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025 323-956-6300 - 818-560-7763
JULY MOON PRODUCTIONS 818-848-5689 mandy@julymoonproductions.com | julymoonproductions@yahoo.com
20TH CENTURY STUDIOS 10201 W. Pico Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90035 310-369-1000
WALT DISNEY TELEVISION 500 S Buena Vista St., Burbank, CA 91521 818-460-7777
HULU ORIGINALS 2500 Broadway, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-571-4700 content@hulu.com

Only Murders in the Building follows three strangers (Steve Martin, Martin Short, and Selena Gomez) who share an obsession with a true crime podcast about a 1920s murder mystery. They become obsessed with their true crime hero, Arconia Board President Bunny Folger, and join forces to unmask her killer. However, three (unfortunate) complications ensue – the trio is publicly implicated in Bunny’s homicide, they are now the subjects of a competing podcast, and they have to deal with a bunch of New York neighbors who all think they committed murder. (w/t “THE RAVEN”)
**THE PACK** Feature Film

ZOHE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
116 Franklin Street, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10007

STATUS: March 2023

PRODUCER: Jennifer Fox
WRITER: Rose Gilroy
DIRECTOR: Alexander Skarsgård
CAST: Florence Pugh

The psychological thriller, follows a group of documentarians who brave the remote wilderness of Alaska in an effort to save a nearly extinct species of wolves. When the crew is brought back together at a prestigious awards ceremony, tensions flare as a deadly truth threatens to unravel their work. The team lived through the harsh elements of the wild but will a secret they share survive the night?

**THE PENGUIN** Limited Series / HBO Max

NORTH CENTER PRODUCTIONS, INC
Silvercup Studios North, 295 Locust Avenue, Bronx, NY 10454

STATUS: February 6 LOCATION: New York

PRODUCER: Dylan Clark - Matt Reeves - Daniel Pipski - Adam Kassan - Rafi Crohn
SHOWRUNNER: Lauren LeFranc
DIRECTOR: Craig Zobel
LP: Bill Carraro
PM: Dana Robin

A spinoff of The Batman, described as a “Scarface-like” series about the rise of the Penguin character. The Penguin, otherwise known as Oswald Chesterfield Cobblepot, is a dapper mob boss and one of Batman’s primary villains.

**PIZZA WITH LOVE** Feature Film

BOONDOGLE FILMS
6 Lee Road, Claremont, 7800, Cape Town, South Africa

STATUS: November 2022 LOCATION: South Africa

WRITER/DIRECTOR: Meg Rickards
CAST: Colin Morgan - Rosabell Laurenti Sellers
KNOWNS ASSOCIATES
FILM SEEKERS 42A Charlotte Street, London W1T 2NP +44 20 3950 0626 info@film-seekers.com

Reluctive app developer Mario is tasked with saving his late sister’s pizzeria and reconnecting with his orphaned niece Anna. When Mario’s sister dies, leaving behind her 12-year-old daughter and an ailing pizzeria, Mario is forced out of his self-imposed isolation. He has to travel back to his childhood home in Cape Town, where he is greeted by his feisty niece Anna who wants nothing to do with her uncle. Mario’s world shifts even more when he meets Anna’s upbeat Italian soccer coach, Lisa – whom he soon becomes enamoured with. Realising that Pizza con Amore is on the brink of bankruptcy, Lisa suggests that they enter a pizza contest to drum up much-needed publicity. Mario, however, can barely light a woodfire oven, let alone make a pizza. Under strong-willed assistant chef Xolani’s strict tutelage, Mario begins to learn the craft of pizza-making ahead of the local pizza contest. Can the makeshift shift turn the restaurant Pizza Con Amore around and qualify for the World Pizza Championships?

**POCKET DIAL MURDER** Telefilm / Lifetime

STATUS: November 2022 LOCATION: Ottawa, ON

CD: Ilona Smyth

LIFETIME ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION 2049 Century Park East Suite 1000, Los Angeles, CA 90067 310-556-7500

When a woman hears the murder of a mysterious woman over her husband's cell phone she becomes suspicious of his integrity and tries to uncover the truth.

**A PODCAST TO DIE FOR** Telefilm

CMW AUTUMN PRODUCTIONS INC.
201 - 3920 Norland Avenue, Burnaby, BC V5G 4K7

STATUS: November 8 LOCATION: Vancouver

PRODUCER: Suzanne Chapman - Tom Berry
DIRECTOR: Nicholas Humphries
LP: Bruce Harvey
PM: Christian Bruyere
PC: Tania Escamilla

CHAMPLAIN MEDIA WEST INC. 3920 Norland Ave, Burnaby, BC V5G 4K7 604-873-1100 productionbc@reeloneent.com
REEL ONE ENTERTAINMENT 1801 Century Park East, Suite 1820, Los Angeles, CA 90067 310-888-2244 hr@reeloneent.com
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The courtroom thriller will explore obsession, sex, politics, and the power and limits of love, as the accused fights to hold his family and marriage together. Presumed Innocent brings to life our worst nightmare: that of an ordinary citizen facing conviction for the most terrible of crimes. Prosecutor Rusty Sabich is transformed from accuser to accused when he is handed an explosive case - that of the brutal murder of a woman who happens to be his former lover.

“THE PRIZE” Feature Film

MOTION BLUR
Pilestredet 75C, 0354 Oslo Norway

STATUS: Spring 2023  LOCATION: Finland - Sweden
PRODUCER: Zach Studin - Chris Sparling - Espen Horn WRITER: Chris Sparling DIRECTOR: Espen Sandberg
CAST: Jason Clarke - Haley Bennett
VILLAGE ROADSHOW PICTURES 10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 200, Los Angeles, CA 90067 310-385-4300 vreghr@vreg.com
ALTITUDE FILMS 34 Fouberts Place, London W1F 7PX England +44 (0) 207 478 7612 info@altitudefilment.com
UTA INDEPENDENT FILM GROUP 9336 Civic Center Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 310-273-6700 info@unitedtalent.com
The conspiracy thriller follows an American private investigator who travels to Stockholm after the suspicious death of an old friend, a ranking member of the Nobel Prize selection committee, only to become entangled in a dangerous web of corruption and crime that exists beneath the surface of the powerful and rarefied circle. Clarke is attached to play the role of Dan, and Bennett is set to play the role of Ida.

“PROJECT ARTEMIS” HBSVOD Feature / Apple TV+

PRODUCTION OFFICE
2939 Miller Road, Decatur, GA 30035
elevenproductionoffice@gmail.com

STATUS: October 20  LOCATION: Cinelease Studios Decatur & Savannah, GA - Orlando, FL
PRODUCER: Jonathan Lia - Keenan Flynn - Sarah Schechter WRITER: Rose Gilroy
DIRECTOR: Greg Berlanti LP: Christian Agypt
CAST: Scarlett Johansson
BERLANTI/SCHECHTER FILMS 4000 Warner Blvd. Bldg., 142, Burbank, CA 91522 818-954-2929 office@berlantiproductions.com
APPLE STUDIOS 8600 Hayden Place, MS: 3102-02, Culver City, CA 90232 snewberg@apple.com
A romantic comedy set against the backdrop of the 1969 Apollo 11 moon launch.
(Shooting the second week of November in Orlando, FL & third week of November in Savannah, GA | October 20 - Mid-February 2023 | w/t “ELEVEN”)

“PROJECT HAIL MARY” Feature Film

WAYPOINT ENTERTAINMENT
400 S. Beverly Drive Suite 300, Beverly Hills, CA 90212

STATUS: Development
PRODUCER: Ken Kao - Amy Pascal - Andy Weir - Aditya Sood WRITER: Drew Goddard DIRECTOR: Phil Lord & Chris Miller
CAST: Ryan Gosling
BAD ROBOT 1221 Olympic Blvd. Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-664-3456 info@badrobot.com
DEK PRODUCTIONS 1600 Rosecrans Avenue, Bldg. 4B, Manhattan Beach CA 90266 310-727-2206
WARNER BROS. TELEVISION 4000 Warner Blvd. Burbank, CA 91522 818-954-6000 careers@warnerbros.com
The courtroom thriller will explore obsession, sex, politics, and the power and limits of love, as the accused fights to hold his family and marriage together. Presumed Innocent brings to life our worst nightmare: that of an ordinary citizen facing conviction for the most terrible of crimes. Prosecutor Rusty Sabich is transformed from accuser to accused when he is handed an explosive case - that of the brutal murder of a woman who happens to be his former lover.

“The courtroom thriller will explore obsession, sex, politics, and the power and limits of love, as the accused fights to hold his family and marriage together. Presumed Innocent brings to life our worst nightmare: that of an ordinary citizen facing conviction for the most terrible of crimes. Prosecutor Rusty Sabich is transformed from accuser to accused when he is handed an explosive case - that of the brutal murder of a woman who happens to be his former lover.

“THE PRIZE” Feature Film

MOTION BLUR
Pilestredet 75C, 0354 Oslo Norway

STATUS: Spring 2023  LOCATION: Finland - Sweden
PRODUCER: Zach Studin - Chris Sparling - Espen Horn WRITER: Chris Sparling DIRECTOR: Espen Sandberg
CAST: Jason Clarke - Haley Bennett
VILLAGE ROADSHOW PICTURES 10100 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 200, Los Angeles, CA 90067 310-385-4300 vreghr@vreg.com
ALTITUDE FILMS 34 Fouberts Place, London W1F 7PX England +44 (0) 207 478 7612 info@altitudefilment.com
UTA INDEPENDENT FILM GROUP 9336 Civic Center Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 310-273-6700 info@unitedtalent.com
The conspiracy thriller follows an American private investigator who travels to Stockholm after the suspicious death of an old friend, a ranking member of the Nobel Prize selection committee, only to become entangled in a dangerous web of corruption and crime that exists beneath the surface of the powerful and rarefied circle. Clarke is attached to play the role of Dan, and Bennett is set to play the role of Ida.

“PROJECT ARTEMIS” HBSVOD Feature / Apple TV+

PRODUCTION OFFICE
2939 Miller Road, Decatur, GA 30035
elevenproductionoffice@gmail.com

STATUS: October 20  LOCATION: Cinelease Studios Decatur & Savannah, GA - Orlando, FL
PRODUCER: Jonathan Lia - Keenan Flynn - Sarah Schechter WRITER: Rose Gilroy
DIRECTOR: Greg Berlanti LP: Christian Agypt
CAST: Scarlett Johansson
BERLANTI/SCHECHTER FILMS 4000 Warner Blvd. Bldg., 142, Burbank, CA 91522 818-954-2929 office@berlantiproductions.com
APPLE STUDIOS 8600 Hayden Place, MS: 3102-02, Culver City, CA 90232 snewberg@apple.com
A romantic comedy set against the backdrop of the 1969 Apollo 11 moon launch.
(Shooting the second week of November in Orlando, FL & third week of November in Savannah, GA | October 20 - Mid-February 2023 | w/t “ELEVEN”)

“PROJECT HAIL MARY” Feature Film

WAYPOINT ENTERTAINMENT
400 S. Beverly Drive Suite 300, Beverly Hills, CA 90212

STATUS: Development
PRODUCER: Ken Kao - Amy Pascal - Andy Weir - Aditya Sood WRITER: Drew Goddard DIRECTOR: Phil Lord & Chris Miller
CAST: Ryan Gosling
BAD ROBOT 1221 Olympic Blvd. Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-664-3456 info@badrobot.com
DEK PRODUCTIONS 1600 Rosecrans Avenue, Bldg. 4B, Manhattan Beach CA 90266 310-727-2206
WARNER BROS. TELEVISION 4000 Warner Blvd. Burbank, CA 91522 818-954-6000 careers@warnerbros.com
The courtroom thriller will explore obsession, sex, politics, and the power and limits of love, as the accused fights to hold his family and marriage together. Presumed Innocent brings to life our worst nightmare: that of an ordinary citizen facing conviction for the most terrible of crimes. Prosecutor Rusty Sabich is transformed from accuser to accused when he is handed an explosive case - that of the brutal murder of a woman who happens to be his former lover.
A prequel to the first two films that take place in a world in which Earth has been invaded by monstrous aliens who are blind and depend on sound in order to track its prey. (w/t “LITTLE FALLS” | Release Date: March 8, 2024.)

“RAVEN'S HOME” 06 Series / Disney Channel

ROUGH DRAFT PRODUCTIONS / IT'S A LAUGHS PRODUCTIONS INC.
1040 N. Las Palmas Avenue, Bldg. 26, Los Angeles, CA 90038

Raven's Home sees continues to follow the adventures driven by somewhat psychic Raven Baxter (Symoné) and her son Booker (Brown), who has inherited his mom's gift to catch glimpses of the future. In Season 5, Raven and Booker move back to San Francisco to help take care of her dad after a mild heart attack. Now Raven finds herself parenting her parent, raising her young cousin and settling into life in her old hometown. Meanwhile, Booker is “the new kid” at Raven's old high school and has to keep his visions a secret from a new group of friends. (November 3 - May 12)

THE RIDGE” Feature Film

MANDALAY PICTURES / HAPPY BAD BUNGALOW
4751 Wilshire Blvd., 3rd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90010

The story of three city dwellers who take a hunting trip in the Wyoming wilderness to celebrate a bachelor party. However when a terrible accident forces them to come together to survive the men must come to terms with how they need to change their lives for the better.

“RISE” Feature Film

40 ACRES & A MULE FILMWORKS
75 S Elliott Pl., Brooklyn, NY 11217

The musical is inspired by the true events surrounding around Pfizer’s discovery and launch of the erectile dysfunction drug Viagra (Sildenafil), which was hatched as a treatment for heart-related chest pain only for researchers to find its game-changing qualities occurred below the belt. The little blue pill had immediate staying power in the global marketplace, peaking up sex lives around the world. (aka “ALL RISE”)
Catherine de Medici was an Italian noblewoman and queen consort of France. She became the wife of King Henry II and mother to Francis II, Charles IX, and Henry III. She has been described as one of the most influential women in European history, with a talent for strategy, control, and manipulation. Her intelligence and determination allowed her to navigate the complexities of the monarchy, and she is said to have known when to bring a fortune in dowry and produce many heirs, only to discover that her husband was in love with an older man who knew what he wanted and went after it. A man who knows what he wants and goes after it.

In 1815, Davy Crockett's young sons must defend themselves and their ill mother from the wrath of a British officer. A rich blend of modern myth and dark fantasy in which contemporary fiction, historical drama and legend are seamlessly interwoven. The Sandman follows the people and places affected by Morpheus, the Dream King, as he mends the cosmic--and human--mistakes he's made during his vast existence. (w/t "ESSEX")

**“Savage Lands”** Feature Film

**TRANQUILLIBRIUM ENTERTAINMENT**

**“The Secret Life of Amy Bensen”** 02 Series

**PASSIONFLIX**

**“The Serpent Queen”** 02 Series / Starz

**GIANT SERPENT LTD**

Provence Studios - 7 Boulevard Maritime, 13500 Martigues, France

**STATUS:** Active Development

**LOCATION:** France - Italy

**PRODUCER:** Francis Lawrence - Erwin Stoff - Nick O'Hagan - Brad Rohrer - Willa Whalen

**WRITER/PRODUCER:** Justin Haythe

**DIRECTOR:** Stacie Passon PM: Gilles Castéra DP: Ed Rutherford CD: Julie Harkin - Laure Cochener

**GIANT FILMS Kemp House, 152-160 City Road, London EC1V 2NX UK +44 20 3287 5371 info@gianfilms.com

**ABOUT:** BLANK admin@aboutblank.la

3 ARTS ENTERTAINMENT 9460 Wilshire Boulevard Seventh Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 310-888-3200 estoff@3arts.com

LIONSGATE TELEVISION 2700 Colorado Ave., Suite 200 Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-255-3700 cmock@lionsgate.com

STARZ 1647 Stewart Street Santa Monica, CA 90404 424-204-4000 info@starz.com

Catherine de Medici was an Italian noblewoman and queen consort of France, married to King Henry II and mother of kings Francis II, Charles IX and Henry III. She had huge influence in France during the 16th Century. Considered an immigrant, common and plain, she was married into the French court as an orphaned teenager expected to bring a fortune in dowry and produce many heirs, only to discover that her husband is in love with an older woman, her dowry is unpaid and she's unable to conceive. Yet, only with her intelligence and determination, she manages to keep her marriage alive and masters the bloodsport that is the monarchy better than anyone else, ruling France for 50 years.
“THE SHADE” Feature Film

NEW ENGLAND STUDIOS // HUNTERS & FUGITIVES LLC
100 Studio Way, Main Bldg., Devens, MA 01434

STATUS: October 24  LOCATION: Boston, MA
PRODUCER: David Purdy  WRITER: Tyler Chipman - David Purdy  DIRECTOR: Tyler Chipman
LP: Benjamin C. Dewey
DP: Tom Fitzgerald  1AD: Christopher James Lang  CD: Byron Beane - Lina Todd
RED KING CINEMA info@redkingcinema.com

Following the loss of his father, a grieving twenty-year-old struggles to hold his family together as an unspeakable darkness plagues his older brother. (October 24 - December 14)

“THE BOOK OF MIRRORS” Feature Film

ROY

ROY IS NOW FORCED TO FACE A HORRIFIC REALITY THAT CHANGES HIS WORLD FOREVER IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE.

THE BOOK OF MIRRORS

CLOSING IN ON A MAGNETIC, MYSTERIOUS AND ELUSIVE WOMAN, LAURA. WHEN DISTORTED LAYERS PEEL BACK UNCOVERING A TANGLED WEB OF CONTRADICTIONS AND SECRETS, ROY IS NOW FORCED TO FACE A HORRIFIC REALITY THAT CHANGES HIS WORLD FOREVER IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE. (AKA “THE BOOK OF MIRRORS”)
“A SPY BY NATURE” Feature Film

REDRUM FILMS - SILENT WAR FILMS
10 Orange Street, London, United Kingdom, WC2H 7DQ info@redrumfilms.com

STATUS: Spring 2023 LOCATION: United Kingdom
PRODUCER: Chris Clark - Quentin Curtis WRITER: John Hodge - Joseph Charlton DIRECTOR: Kevin Macdonald
CAST: Paul Mescal
HANWAY FILMS 8 Basing Street, London W11 1ET UK +44 20 7290 0750 info@hanwayfilms.com
INGENIOUS MEDIA 15 Golden Square, London, England W1F 9JG +44 (0)20 7319 4000 hello@ingeniousmedia.co.uk
CAA MEDIA FINANCE 2000 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles, CA 90067 424-288-2000 filmsales@caa.com
The thriller follows Alec Milius, a disillusioned twenty-something whose gift for deception catches the eye of MI6. Caught up in the thrusts of a geopolitical war on commodities involving the British and the Americans, at home he struggles to preserve his relationship with his girlfriend and build a future together. As his web of lies grows, Alec is forced to confront his own nature – whether he can be a good man as well as a good spy.

“STALKERS” Feature Film

STATUS: November 21 LOCATION: Toronto & Hamilton, ON
DIRECTOR: Paul Thompson (peckinpah@mac.com) DP: David Nguyen
Tabitha's career is in decline, her best days are over, but for many admirers of the genre, she is still an icon. While struggling to stay afloat with her career, she receives a call from Justine, a social worker, who informs her about the death of Charlotte’s foster parents. Charlie is Tabitha's daughter she abandoned on the day the girl was born. So, it is time for Tabitha to claim back her real name, Kate, and return to her hometown where she will have to tackle the ghosts of her past. Soon she discovers that her parents still loath her for going astray, Charlie does not accept her as her mother and someone from her past is plotting against her, conceiving a terrible plan for revenge.

“STOLEN MEMORIES” Telefilm

CMW LAKESIDE PRODUCTIONS INC.
401 - 554 Leon Avenue, Kelowna, BC V1Y 6J6 cmwproductionsokgn@gmail.com
PHONE: 250-763-0752
STATUS: November 15 LOCATION: British Columbia
PRODUCER: Suzanne Chapman - Tom Berry DIRECTOR: Panta Mosleh PM: Dennis Fitzgerald PC: Erika Nemeth
CHAMPLAIN MEDIA WEST INC. 3920 Norland Ave, Burnaby, BC V5G 4K7 604-873-1100 productionbc@reeloneent.com
REEL ONE ENTERTAINMENT 1801 Century Park East, Suite 1820, Los Angeles, CA 90067 310-888-2244 hr@reeloneent.com

“STRANGE DAYS AT BLAKE HOLSEY HIGH: ECHOES” Web Series

BLAKE HOLSEY PRODUCTIONS / MONKEY FARM info@blakeholsey.com

STATUS: November 26 LOCATION: Toronto
PRODUCER: Asabi Lee WRITER/PRODUCER: Jim Rapsas DIRECTOR: Paul Hart-Wilden
Set in the present-day, Echoes takes place 16 years after "the Science Club" graduated from Blake Holsey High and the school closed forever, but the strange events that took place there still reverberate impacting former students and those with a strong connection to the school, the people who went there, and the experiences they had. As the strange occurrences begin once again, new aspects of the mystery of Blake Holsey High are revealed and those involved attempt to uncover the truth.

“SUGAR HIGHS” 02 Series / OUTtv

EMOTION PICTURES // 2 GREEDY PICTURES INC.
2357 Moran Street, Halifax, NS B3K 4K1 dpettigrew@emotionpictures.ca
PHONE: 902-880-1005
STATUS: October 23 LOCATION: Nova Scotia
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Thom Fitzgerald PM: Doug Pettigrew PC: Gwydion Morris DP: Charles Benoit 1AD: Shandi Mitchell
This dramedy series follows a group of twentiesomething friends who would rather party than work menial low wage jobs, so they set out to find themselves sugar daddies to pay their bills. But this brand of “wallet love” comes with all kinds of complications — good and bad — that makes for fascinating, fun, and sexy viewing.
The two emotionally damaged people enter into a relationship. (November 7)

**SWEETER THAN CHOCOLATE** Telefilm

FRONT STREET PICTURES // SWEETER THAN CHOCOLATE PRODUCTIONS LTD.
1950 Franklin Street, Vancouver, BC V5L 1R2

STATUS: November 14
LOCATION: Vancouver

PRODUCER: Harvey Kahn
DIRECTOR: David Weaver PM: Geoff Dodd PC: Mark Corbin CD: Catherine Falcon - Bim Narine
HIGH STREET FILMS INC.1000 Cordova Pl, #6 Santa Fe, NM 87505 310-721-8858 harvey@acra.media

**THE SYMPATHIZER** Series / HBO

A24
31 West 27th Street 11th Floor, New York, NY 10001
750 N San Vicente Blvd Red Building, West Tower, Floor 12, West Hollywood, CA 90069

STATUS: November 2022
LOCATION: Los Angeles - Thailand

DIRECTOR: Park Chan-wook
LOCATION: Los Angeles - Thailand

CAST: Robert Downey Jr. CD: Jennifer Venditti - Sara Kay - Jenny Lewis
TEAM DOWNEY 1311 Abbott Kinney Boulevard, Venice, CA 90291 310-450-5100 amanda@teamdowney.com
RHOMBUS MEDIA INC. 662 King Street West, Suite 303, Toronto, ON M5V 1M7 416-971-7856 info@rhombusmedia.com
CINETIC MEDIA 555 West 25th Street Fourth Floor, New York, NY 10001 212-204-7979 info@cineticmedia.com
MOHO FILM Unit 3002, 195 Baengma-Ro, Ilsandong-Gu, Goyang-Si, Gyeonggi-Do 10403 +82 2 3675 4430 moho@moho.co.kr

The Sympathizer is an espionage thriller and cross-cultural satire about the struggles of a half-French, half-Vietnamese communist spy during the final days of the Vietnam War and his resulting exile in the United States. A worldwide search is underway for the lead role and the rest of the predominantly Vietnamese ensemble. Downey is set to play multiple supporting roles as the main antagonists — all of whom represent a different arm of the American establishment including an up-and-coming Orange County congressman, a CIA agent and a Hollywood film director, among others. (September 2022 - May 2023)

**THAT'S AMORE** Feature Film

VALLELONGA/QUATTROCHI PRODUCTIONS // THAT'S AMORE MOVIE LLC

STATUS: November 7
LOCATION: New Jersey

PRODUCER: Frank DeMartini - Brenda Emmett - Vince Emmett - David Polomeni - James Quattrochi
DIRECTOR: Nick Vallelonga PM: Brandon Menchen DP: Dante Spinotti 1AD: Jared Briley
CD: Dean E. Frond - Donald Paul Pemrick
BRANDTONE FILMS 212-203-6147 brandon@brandtonefilms.com

That’s Amore! is a musical romantic comedy about a 40-year-old bachelor who thinks his best years are behind him and who is resigned to working in his family’s pizza restaurant. That is, until he meets Patti Amore, a shy and introverted loner with an overprotective father and a dark secret in her past. The two emotionally damaged people enter into a relationship. (November 7 - December 21)
Environmental scientist and newest member of the team. Charged with hunting down and exterminating a tiger that killed a poacher in self-defense. Set in snowy far east Russia in the late '90s and based on a true story, the film follows Vanzin (Skarsgard) as his sense of duty is tested when he's charged with hunting down and exterminating a tiger that killed a poacher in self-defense. If a deal closes, DeHaan will portray Kanchuga, a young environmental scientist and newest member of the team.
SWIMMED to another island looking for rescuers, nearly drowning on the return leg. He made several harrowing trips before he and rescue flares for fear of drawing the enemy. After the vessel went down, Kennedy organized his men for a three—

— from Japanese destroyers in August 1943. After a battle with several Japanese ships, PT 109 was inadvertently rammed by the Japanese destroyer Ama

...of JFK’s evolution from an unremarkable young man desperate to prove his mettle to his powerful father, into a WWII}

Focusing on JFK’s evolution from an unremarkable young man desperate to prove his mettle to his powerful father, into a WWII
KYBOUND GALACTIC 9570 W Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90035 310-836-5100 sk@skybound.com FURST FILMS 8954 W Pico Blvd., 2nd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90035 310-278-6468 info@furstitems.com
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION 10202 W. Washington Blvd. Culver City, CA 90232 310-244-4000
AMAZON STUDIOS 9336 W. Washington Blvd. Culver City, CA 90232 310-573-2305 amazonstudioscontactus@amazoncom
Follows Ella Gardner as her life is turned upside down when she is uprooted from her native Oakland, California to Johannesburg, South Africa to live with her estranged father and his new family. Immersed in a complex world and culture that she knows little about, Ella will discover her true path on her quest to return home.

"UNTITLED WALKING DEAD SPINOFF" Limited Series / AMC+

STALWART PRODUCTIONS, LLC
Raleigh Studios Atlanta, 600 Cheslehurst Road, Senoia, GA 30276 twdresumes@gmail.com
SKYBOUND ENTERTAINMENT 9570 W Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90035 310-836-5100 sk@skybound.com
AMC STUDIOS 2425 Olympic Blvd. 400 East, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-573-998-9300 | 212-324-8500 info@amcnetworks.com
A spinoff series centered around Andrew Lincoln's Rick Grimes and Danai Gurira's Michonne Hawthorne. The latest TWD spinoff will present an epic love story of two characters changed by a changed world. Kept apart by distance. By an unstoppable power. By the ghosts of what they were. Rick and Michonne are thrown into another world, built on a war against the dead… And ultimately, a war against the living. Can they find each other and who they were in a place and situation unlike any they've ever known before? Are they enemies? Lovers? Victims? Without each other, are they even alive — or will they find that they, too, are the Walking Dead?

"VALENTINE, NEBRASKA" Telefilm / Hallmark

STATUS: Late-November 2022 LOCATION: Ottawa, ON CD: Ilona Smyth HALLMARK CHANNEL 12700 Ventura Blvd., Ste 200, Studio City, CA 91604 888-390-7474
Two strangers trying to make it home in time for Valentine’s Day find themselves stranded together in Valentine, Nebraska in the most romantic season of all.

"VENOM 3" Feature Film

ARAD PRODUCTIONS, INC. 3679 Motor Ave, Suite 203, Los Angeles, CA 90034 info@aradproductions.com
STATUS: Development PRODUCER: Avi Arad - Amy Pascal - Matt Tolmach - Hutch Parker WRITE/DIRECTOR: Kelly Marcel CAST: Tom Hardy PASCAL PICTURES 100 Universal City Plaza, Universal City, CA 91608 818-777-8117 rachelconnor@pascalpictures.com MATT TOLMACH PRODS. 3002 Pennsylvania Ave., Ste. 101, Santa Monica, CA 90404 424-744-3019 dm@tolmachprods.com HUTC PARKER ENTERTAINMENT 725 Arizona Avenue Suite 402, Santa Monica, CA 90401 310-576-4944 HARDY, SON & BAKER 26 Aybrook Street, London W1U 4AN England contact@hardybakernow.com MARVEL ENTERTAINMENT 500 S. Buena Vista Street, MC 3301, Burbank, CA 91521 818-560-9100 - 212-576-4000 COLUMBIA PICTURES 10202 W. Washington Blvd. Culver City, CA 90232 310-244-4000
A hulking and twisted distortion of Spider-Man, Venom is the result of an alien symbiote merged with a human holding a bitter grudge against Peter Parker. This combination has proven nearly lethal to the wall-crawler numerous times. Despite his hatred of Spider-Man, Venom has a twisted sense of morality, avoiding harming anyone he deems to be innocent and even performing heroic deeds. However, it is never clear how long Venom’s darker impulses can be held in check. No matter how hard anyone tries to keep the symbiote down, Venom always manages to come back, like a plague.
STATUS: Active Development  LOCATION: Los Angeles & Orange County, CA  PRODUCER: Monella Kaplan - Slava Vladimirov - Vincent Newman  WRITER: Z. LaPorte Airey - Bryan Okamoto  DIRECTOR: Frank Coraci  CAST: Emma Roberts - Geoffrey Rush  VINCENT NEWMAN ENTERTAINMENT 8840 Wilshire Blvd., 3rd Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 310-358-3050 asst@vnewman.com  SPANKNYCE FILMS spanknyce@me.com | EMOTION ENTERTAINMENT 310-666-4737 info@emotion-ent.com  LUMINOSITY ENTERTAINMENT 8228 Sunset Blvd., Ste.109, W. Hollywood, CA 90046 310-928-6816 info@luminosity-ent.com

Roberts will play the title role of Verona, a loveable hot mess who, through a case of mistaken identity, is hired as an escort/assassin. Her mission: to seduce a pharmaceutical executive and steal his formula for a revolutionary new drug that can change the world. When she meets her charmingly handsome target, sparks fly. Instead of killing him they decide to team up and flee for their lives as Big Pharma and hired killers come gunning for them. Rush will play the exec’s boss, the head of the pharmaceutical company.

“VISION QUEST” Series / Disney+

MARVEL STUDIOS 500 South Buena Vista Street, MC 3301, Burbank, CA 91521 135 W 50th St., 7th Fl., New York, NY 10016


A WandaVision spinoff series focusing on Paul Bettany’s The Vision (Bettany) trying to regain his memory and humanity, Vision is a rebuilt synthezoid of the same name, whose body was reactivated by S.W.O.R.D.. Having been given his mission to destroy Wanda Maximoff and her recreated Vision, White Vision was challenged on his own identity, and after acquiring Vision’s memories, declared himself to be the true Vision, before departing.

“WE FORGOT TO BREAK UP” Feature Film

PRODUCTION OFFICE  weforgottobreakup@gmail.com  breakupacctg@gmail.com  PHONE: 705-626-6820

STATUS: November 7  LOCATION: North Bay & Toronto, ON  PRODUCER: Nicole Hilliard-Forde  WRITER: Zoe Whittall  DIRECTOR: Chase Joynt LP: Justin Kelly PM: Martin Smith PC: Chelsea Derkacz  1AD: Alex Champagne  CD: Nicole Hilliard-Forde  MOTEL PICTURES INC. 12 Collahie St., Toronto, ON M6J 1T7 416-697-7024 nicole@motelpictures.com

The story of a band and their lead singer trying to make it on the Toronto indie music scene in the 90’s. After graduating from high school, an indie band of outsiders reckons with big breaks - both into the mainstream and the potential end of their relationship.

“WE WERE THE LUCKY ONES” Limited Series / Hulu

OLD 320 SYCAMORE 124 West 60th St., New York, NY 10023

STATUS: Late-November 2022  LOCATION: Romania  PRODUCER: Jennifer Todd - Kate Sullivan - Georgia Hunter - Adam Milch  SHOWRUNNER: Erica Lipez  DIRECTOR: Thomas Kail  1AD: Neil Wallace  CAST: Joey King  CD: Nicole Weir  20TH TELEVISION 10201 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90035 310-369-1000

It is the spring of 1939 and three generations of the Kurc family are doing their best to live normal lives, even as the shadow of war grows closer. The talk around the family Seder table is of new babies and budding romance, not of the increasing hardships threatening Jews in their hometown of Radom, Poland. But soon the horrors overtaking Europe will become inescapable and the Kurcs will be flung to the far corners of the world, each desperately trying to navigate his or her own path to safety. As one sibling is forced into exile, another attempts to flee the continent, while others struggle to escape certain death, either by working grueling hours on empty stomachs in the factories of the ghetto or by hiding as gentiles in plain sight. Driven by an unwavering will to survive and by the fear that they may never see one another again, the Kurcs must rely on hope, ingenuity, and inner strength to persevere. (November 2022 - June 2023)

“THE WHISPER NETWORK” Feature Film

TRUE FEO PRODUCTIONS LLC

STATUS: October 31  LOCATION: Los Angeles  PRODUCER: Jim Irsay - Gabriel Rodriguez  WRITER/DIRECTOR: Kirsten Foe PM: Corey Sklov  CD: Alexis Allen Winter  LA musician Astor Grey thinks she has it all – the big break, the hot rockstar boyfriend, maybe even true love. But it turns out, the women that warned her about him were right. (October 31 - December 2)
"THE WISE GUYS" Feature Film

GOODFEATHERS PICTURES INC
644 Linn St. 2nd Fl., Cincinnati, OH 45203

STATUS: November 30  LOCATION: Cincinnati - New York
PRODUCER: Irwin Winkler - Charles Winkler - Jason Sosnoff WRITER: Nicholas Pileggi
DIRECTOR: Barry Levinson LP: Mike Drake PM: Brett Cranford
CAST: Robert De Niro - Debra Messing - Kathrine Narducci CD: Ellen Chenoweth - D. Lynn Meyers (weseguysextras@gmail.com)
WINKLER FILMS 190 N. Canon Drive Suite 500 Penthouse, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 310-858-5780 david@winklerfilms.com
BALTIMORE PICTURES 8306 Wilshire Blvd., PMB 1012, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 310-234-8988 r.rovner@baltimorepictures.com
WARNER BROS. PICTURES 4000 Warner Blvd. Burbank, CA 91522-0001 818-954-6000 lex.pascual@warnerbros.com

The project is centered on Vito Genovese and Frank Costello, two Italian-American crime bosses that ran their respective families in the middle of the 20th century. In 1957, Genovese attempted to assassinate Costello but failed, although he was wounded and decided to retire, as much as once one can retire from the Mafia.
The sinister truth that runs as wide and deep as the ocean he's trapped on. Of partying and excess… and they remain oblivious to the bloodthirsty murders taking place on board. Jamie is forced to turn the theatre kids, the drop missing? Check. The series follows nineteen entertainers making guest dreams come true? Check. Vague, Wrecked is a tense thriller, mixing comedy with a slice of slasher, set aboard a mega cruise ship. This luxury liner has ever

BBC NETWORK Broadcasting House Portland Place, London UK W1A 1AA +44 207 021 5000

DIRECTOR: Chris Baugh LP: Adrian Devane PM: Stephen Darragh DP: Ryan Kernaghan CD: Louise Kiely

PRODUCER: Stephen Street, London W1T 1AL UK

EUSTON FILMS PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
1 Stephen Street, London W1T 1AL UK

wrecked.jobs@eustonfilms.tv

PHONE: 02076916000

STATUS: May 2023 LOCATION: Ballymena & Belfast, Ireland


BBC NETWORK Broadcasting House Portland Place, London UK W1A 1AA +442087438000 bbcstudiosenquiries@bbc.co.uk

Wrecked is a tense thriller, mixing comedy with a slice of slasher, set aboard a mega cruise ship. This luxury liner has everything – glamorous entertainers making guest dreams come true? Check. Vague, unsettling sense of menace? Check. Young, exhausted workers turning up dead or missing? Check. The series follows nineteen-year-old new recruit, Jamie, as he joins the crew in search of his missing sister. She was working aboard the same vessel on a previous tour and never made it home. Jamie is initiated into cruise life and gets a crash course on the teen tribes within the staff: the theatre kids, the drop-outs, the low-paid workers from developing nations. For this overworked and underpaid crew, life below deck is an odyssey of partying and excess… and they remain oblivious to the bloodthirsty murders taking place on board. Jamie is forced to turn detective and uncover the sinister truth that runs as wide and deep as the ocean he’s trapped on.
**“X MARKS THE HEART” Feature Film**

WATERCOLOR STUDIOS, INC.  
13011 W Highway 42, Suite 300, Prospect, KY 40059  
anthony@watercolorstudios.com

STATUS: November 6  LOCATION: Louisville, KY  
PRODUCER: Anthony Del Negro - Ashla Soter - Ethan Ford  
CD: Alexis Leggett  
WHAT MATTERS PICTURES ashla@whatmatterspictures.com

**“YOUR NAME” Feature Film**

BAD ROBOT  
1221 Olympic Blvd. Santa Monica, CA 90404  
info@badrobot.com  
PHONE: 310-664-3456  FAX: 310-664-3457

STATUS: Development  
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Carlos López Estrada  
CD: Angelique Midhunder  
TOHO 1-2-2, Yuraku-cho Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 100-8415 +81335913530 tohointl@toho.co.jp  
PARAMOUNT PICTURES 5555 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90038  
paramount_careers@paramount.com

In this re-imagined version, two teenagers discover they are magically and intermittently swapping bodies. When a disaster threatens to upend their lives, they must journey to meet and save their worlds.

**“YOUTH” Pilot / Prime Video**

PKM PRODUCTIONS  
105 N Rossmore Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90004  
6430 W Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90028  
info@pkmprods.com  
PHONE: 323-922-5369

STATUS: March 15  LOCATION: New Jersey  
PRODUCER: Patrick Moran  
SHOWRUNNER Amy Harris  
WRITER/PRODUCER: Catya McMullen  
CD: Deanna Brigidi - Andrea Rueda Bunker

A.B. BABY PRODUCTIONS 40 Wall Street, Suite 31B, New York, NY 10005  
AMAZON STUDIOS 9336 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232  
310-573-2305 amazonstudioscontactus@amazon.com

Having just moved from Los Angeles and a troubled past -- even at the age of 16 -- Frank, a talented drummer and a kind soul with a very wild side, is told by his parents to clean up his act in their new city or they won't let him go on tour with his band in the summer. Frank does well in school but can't help himself -- he's drawn to the misfits, the wild ones, the damaged ones, and he finds himself deeply involved with four classmates: River, Kurt, Jan and Tess, as they desperately search for some way to simply be in a world that can't possibly understand them.
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